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MOVED TO TEARS

l(ikd Painlessly at 6:30 last night of
angina pectoris. He lapsed into coma
at ') o'clock in the afternoon, and never

JESTER IS DEAD

Both Indicate That Meadow Recital of Death Scene in Simple Funeral Services Ar
Moss Hunton's Chamber j ranged for at New York
City is Waking Up and
Affects Her
Progressing
Tomorrow

recovered consciousness.
It was the end of a man outworn
by grief and acute agony of body.
Yesterday was a bad day for the
little knot of anxious watchers at the
bedside. For long hours the gray,
aquiline features lay moulded in the
inertia of death, while the pulse sank
steadily, but at night he passed from
stupor into the first natural sleep he
'nad known since he returned from
I
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Three Men Killed and Eight Effort to Be Made to
clude Ballinger-PinchFatally Injured in Train
Collision
Hearings

Con-

ot
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tllll
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session of his faculties.
Author of Tom Sawyer and He recognized his daughter, Clara,
(Mrs. Ossip Gabrilowitsch)
spoke a
Huckleberry Finn Was
rational word or two and feeling himGreatly Beloved.
self unequal to conversation, wrote
out in pencil.
Xew York, April 22. Simple
"Give me my glasses."
service over the body of Samuel
These were his last words. Laying
L.. Clemens will be held in this Ht.vithem aside, he sank first intn rpverie
tomorrow afternoon The body will, and later into final unconsciousness.
then be taken to Elmira, New York,
There was no thought at the time,
where it will be buried beside those however, that the end was so near. At
of his wife and children. Later, pub- o o'clock Dr. Robert Halsey, who had
lic memorial services will be held. Dr. been continuously in
attendance, said:
Henry Van Dyke of Princeton Univer"Mr. Clemens is not so strong at
sity, will preach the funeral sermon this hour as he was at the correspnod-inat the Brick Presbyterian church.
hour yesterday, but he has wonThe body will be brought to New derful
vitality and he may. rally
York tomorrow
-

Spanish American Audience Nothing Sensational Brought
Cheers Itself Hoarse for
Out by Testimony of
Old Glory.
Witnesses.
Governor Mills returned last evening from Las Vegas where he had
spent part of two days on business
matters. Governor Mills is much
pleased with the evidence of progress
that is manifest in the Meadow City.
District Court at Mora.
Judge M. C. Mechem has written
that he cannot hold district court at
Mora. Judges Parker and Cooley are
still to be heard from. Judge McFie
must leave Saturday of next week for
Taos to open court there on the Monday following, but if necessity demands will go to Mora lnxt week to
hold court for a. few daya.
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MB MINE EMDSION PRESIDENT

TAFT

IS

ANXIOUS

Eighteen of a Night Force of Both Sides May Agree to PropoTwenty-Fiv- e
Believed to
sition to Wind Up Entire
Be Dead.
Affair.

Terre Haute, April 22. Three mer
Washington, April 22. An effort
of Miss Keller, Colonel
were killed and eight probably fatal
will be made by the administration to
Swope's nurse was completed in the
ly injured early todav when a train
Hyde murder trial this morning. Nothinvestiga-land- ,
of empty express cars on the Cleve-- ' bri"S tne Ballinger-Pincho- t
I
ing sensational was brought out. AlCincinnati, Chicago and St. tion speedily to a close. In this move
bert M. Ott, attorney and banker of
Louis railroad struck a defective there is an indication that both sides
Independence, then took the stand
switch and collided with a construc will
and corroborated Miss Keller's story
agree without regard to their
tion car on the siding at Sandford.
on the question, whether or not
of bleeding of Miss Hunton by Dr.
views
Indiana. Nearly all the dead and in
'
Hyde. "Dr. Twyman asked Dr. Hyde
jured were members of the construc the charges against Mr. Ballinger
three times to stop the flow and then
tion crew.
have been sustained. Secretary of
Mrs. Hyde implored him to close the
State Knox visited the Capitol yesMine Explosion.
incision," said Mr. Ott. The recital
morning from Red- again."
with several
Steubenville, O., April 22. Eighteen terday and conferred
of the death scene moved Mrs. Hyde ding.
ma- members of the committee.
He is
Albert
of
the night force of twenty-fiv- e
Mark
Twain's
Bigelow Paine,
to tears. This is the first time she Man Who Gave Clemens
First News- biographer and literary executor, said chine men employed in the mine of the said to have spoken for President Taft
has given way to emotion since the
paper Job.
to a caller who desired to inquire for Youghioghney and Ohio Coal Com- and the inference Is drawn that the
Incorporations.
trial began.
San Francisco, April 22. Joseph Mr. Clemens:
pany near Amsterdam are thought to manner in which the inquiry is dragIn the office of Territorial Secretary
Miss Houlihan Testifies.
E. Goodman of Alameada, one of the
"I
think
to
will
not
call be dead as the result of an explosion ging has been the subject of cabinet
have
you
Nathan Jaffa today the following comKansas City, April 22. Miss Anna
of the west, is the often again."
editors
pioneer
Six bodies discussion. Chairman Nelson said to(in the mine last night.
panies filed incorporation
black-eyed
papers: Houlihan, a little
nurse of man who
Mark
Twain
first
gave
his
Mr.
Nevertheless
have
been recovered.
Seven other day that he would try and induce the
The Campfield Development Company positive manner of speechr described
and Mrs. E. E.
as a writer. That was fifty
members of the committee to have
Loomis, who. had come-ju- p
from New men were taken from the shaft
of Denver, Colorado, with New Mexi- with striking detail; supplementing job
three sessions weekly instead of two.
York to give theirloveTin person, left
co headquarters at Las Vegas, San her story with vivid illustration of years, in Nevada.
At the present rate of progress it is
Samuel Clemens., had gone
into Stromfield, Mr. Clemens' house, withMiguel county. The incorporators the action of her patient, the death of
and directors are: Daniel A. Camp- - Chrisman Swope. Dr. Hyde is indict Nevada, with..others, as a prospector. out seeing him and only heard of his steamer returning from Bermuda and admitted that the inquiry will drag not
only beyond the probable period of
in the country just be- - death as they were
field, Frank B. Gibson, William C. ed on the charge of murdering him. While
taking the train oiy gave it, up because he was too the present session of Coneress. but
he
sent
various
City,
yoniVirginia
R.
Xew
to
York
Bradbury, James
Mrs. Loomis was feeble to draw on his pipe. On his well into
Thorpe, William It was Miss Houlihan, who led the
the summer.
tributions to the Territory Enter Mr. Clemens' again.
S. Iliffi Charles F. Tew and Lawrence strike of nurses against Dr.
favorite niece, and Mr. death bed when he had passed the
Hyde, at
New
Mexico Affairs.
M. Purcell.
prise, of which Goodman was editor. Loomk is
The capitalization is the Swope house on December
of the Lack- point of speech and it was no longer
In a awanna railroad.
5.000 shares. "The people are being murdered in ms manuscript was written
$500,000 divided into
were lucid, he would Special to The New Mexican
his
certain
ideas
highly humorous vein. Goodman ac- Stephen B. Davis, Jr., of Las Vegas, this house." she is Kairf tn h
Washington, D. C, April 22. The
Similarily.'Jarvis Langdon, a neph- make the motion of waving a
is named as the New Mexico agent. clared to Dr. Twyman, in speaking 0f jcepted tlle stories and reauested more. ew, who had run up for the day, left a:id smilingly expel the air fromcigar
un secretary of the interior, Representa- The Graaf and Hayward Company her suspicions of Dr. Hyde. She then !ucoaman Pleval'ed upon Clemens to wholly uninformed.
d'-the mustache still stained withjtives Burleson of the house commitee
of East Las Vegas. The capital stock put on her hat and said that she or forsake his auest for eold. and be
At the death bed were only Mrs. smoke.
jon appropriations and Smith, Judge
is $25,000 divided into 250 shares. The Dr. Hyde must leave the house. Dr. come a newspaper man. That was Gabrilowitsch, her husband. Dr. RobWhere Mark Twain chose to spend Campbell of the reclamation service,
and directors are: Hyde left and Mrs. Hyde went with in 1862, and, springing suddenly into ert Halsey, Dr.
incorporators
probably a representative of the
Quintard, Albert Bige- his declinig years was the first out-jan-d
Thomas W. Hayward 115 shares; him. The description of the convul local fame, the brilliant wit climed low
Paine, who will write Mark post of Methodism in New England state department will hold a consulta-an- d
122
Julius Graaf
shares, Walter Hay- sion suffered by Chrisman Swope, fol- steadily into public favor.
Twain's
it was among the hills of Redding tion with the president, tomorrow at
and two trained
ward 10 shares, Jose Graaf 2 shares, lowing the administering of a capsule
In 18G3 Clemens was sent by Good- nurses. biography,
r
v
tfcat General Puntnam, of Revolution ill o'clock trying to
W. J. Lucas 1 share, all of East Las by Dr. Hyde was similar to that which man to report the session of the
Restoratives Were Used.
his sparse ranks. 000,000 secured for the Engle reclama- mustered
fame,
Vegas.
Miss Keller gave yesterday of the Nevada legislature at Carson City. It
Restoratives
digitalis, strychnine Putnam Park now encloses the mem- tion project.
District Court.
attack of Colonel Swope under similar was while upon this assignment that and
were
camphor
The New Mexican correspondent is
administered, but ory of his camp.
Suit was filed today in the district circumstances.
Clemens wrote the first story to the
failed to respond.
Mark Twain first heard of it at the learning that Delegate Andrews re- patient
court for Santa Fe county by Richard
which the non de plume "Mark
; A tank of oxygen
still stands, un- - dinner given him on his seventieth jceived and filed protests against the
H. Hanna v's.VGlenville A. Collins of JIM
Twain" was signed.
'
KEEPS
JEFFRIES
d
W'ash'-ington- ,
birthday when at fellow guest who liv-- , Fort Sumner and Socorro land
5,05 Melhorn BJock, Seattle
Clemens attracted the attention of
UP HIS SWAGGER.
there mentioned its beauties and.fice and was informed that the
d
but formerly of this city. The
San Francisco editors and offers bewas a vacant house ad- - imissioner of the eeneral lanl office
there
amount claimed is $96.94 on four dif- He
Brags of His Prowess and Tells gan to tempt him. In,18G6 he left
,
ferent accounts contracted with as
joining his own.
located the offices for the accommoda-World What a Bully Fighter He
Nevada and came to San Francsico.
4
"I think you may buy that old house tion of the people and not the benefit
many merchants in this city.
Thinks Himself to Be.
Here he worked upon the Alta Califor me," he said.
Stream Measurements.
of the land officers of the present or
Ben
Cal., April 22. Jim fornia, now the Examiner; the Call,
Innocents at Home.
Hydrographer 'j. B. Stewart has Jeffries Lomond,
prospective offices.
then
has
owned
out
with a predicgone
by George Barnes, and
Sherwood Place was the delectable
gone to Cowles on the upper Pecos
Sherman presented
miles east of Santa Fe to tion regarding the fight with John- the Bulletin.
twenty-fiv- e
name of that old house, and where it to the Senate a
Clemens was commissioned by the
letter from the secre
measure the flow of the river. He son. "I am going to be faster in this
Mark
stood
Twain reared the white
of the interior giving particulars
will also install an automatic gauge fight," he declared "than in any other Sacramento Union in 1867 to journey
walls of the Italian villa he first tary
the
;Of
I
have
to
in
had
Sandwich
fight
the
the
He
salary contract with the Indians
Islands and write a
ring."
in the same river at Tecolote, San
named "Innocents at Home," but a
seems so confident of his ability to series of special articles descriptive of
Oklahoma.
Both the Senate and
jof
Miguel county.
first experience of What a New Eng- House
to be after McHarg.
whip Johnson that his trainers are the wonderful
appear
South Sea country.
Enthusiastic Educational Meeting.
land winter storm can be in its whitThe educational rally held at Ber- trying to disabuse him of the low es When he returned to .Sanf Francisco
est fury quickly caused him to chirst-eMark Twain
- some months
he
timate
has
of
Johnson..
Joe
Choynlater, the desire to go
THUS ENDS POMP
nalillo, Sandoval county, by Superin-tenden- ski
it anew, "Stromfield."
started
of Public Instruction J. E Jeffries on training by accompanying east possessed him. Finally, in 1869
AND GLORY.
house
The
has
been
thus described
the road this morning.
ho 1ofr trio cpama sP T:
Clark and Professor Pettingill of
at
Albert
'station.
(called
Paine:
for,
by
nrT
Oxygen
Redding
Bigelow
7
Johnson Takes Water.
.
.
. ...
muu
. ,
""'i'i-Michigan, proved a great revelation
iu iew iuik. lit; was,, iiieu.
"Set on a fair hillside, with such a Theodore Roosevelt Grows Silent at
jcoLcjuav ana llie puj&ic
Chicago, April 22. Ten cases of never returned to San Francisco.
to the visitors. The evidence was al
was
ians
no
of
be
it
value,
explained
green
slope below, such a view outTomb of Napoleon the
most entirely Spanish-Americabut drinking water were shipped to Jack Most of the "old guard" who were in- cause
across the valley as made one
of
valvular
the
the
action
heart
spread
Great.
Johnson's
at
600 grown people and 200 children
Ocean timately acquainted with Clemens
training camp
was so disordered. There was only an catch his breath a little when he
were crowded in the hall, which was Beach, San Francisco, yesterday. Up- are dead.
extreme and increasing
on his arrival on the coast the chamdebility first turned to look at it. A trout
An Immortal Epitaph.
decorated with fourteen
large and
Paris, April 22. Mr. Roosevelt bestream flows through one of the
numberless small flags. A chorus of pion will hire a chef to prepare his
E'mira, N. Y., April 22. The body, accompanied by labored respiration.
the day with a visit to the tomb
gan
Angina pectoris is a paroxysmal af meadows. There are apple trees and of
two hundred school children sang meals and will use "the utmost precau- - of Mark Twain will find its last rest
l,
Napoleon. Passing the first
obfection
chestof
stone
tion
to
and
walls.
see
gray
The
entrance to the
baffling
that, his food is in proper ing place in a family plot here where
with vim America, the Star Spangled
where were seen the tattered
scure 01
cnaracterized Dy se- hill is a winding, leafy lane."
Banner and New Mexico. During the shape when served.
if
already have heen hnriort
battle flags captured in the NapoledePres-intan- t
The Jester Dies of a Broken eHart. onic
middle of the lecture of Professor
daughters Susan and Jane, and' his Vere paln' faintness
campaigns, Mr. Roosevelt kept
Through these lands the "Innocents up a running fire of comment with
son Langhorne. A simple mar- - SIOn of splrit
pain is severe and
Pettingill the entire audience rose to ARBITRATION OF WAGE'
a
of
or
at
Home"
crushinS.
loved to wander in his General
its feet and cheered for Old Glory.
stabbing character,
DISPUTE AGRED ON. ble stone marks the graves in the
Dalstein, military governor of
First Examination on Uniform Plan.
On it is the little Tne attacks increase in, frequency and white flannels for homely gossip with Paris, concerning incidents in various
New York, April 22. The arbitra- cemetery here.
with
his
uncertain intermission,
The office of the superintendent of tion of the
which Mark Twain wrote some severity
neighbors.
They remember him battles, but when the rotunda was
wage demands of the train- epitaph
time after his wife's death, and which sometimes of long duration, to a fatal best," as one,' who above all things, reached and he looked down
public instruction is sending out the men and conductors
upon the
of the New York
examination questions for the first Central
brings tears on account of its sheer termination. Mark Twain did not die loved a good listener, for Mark was red marble tomb of the conqueror, the
west
of
lines,
was
Buffalo,
, eight
grades to be held under the su- agreed upon here
beauty to the eyes of every one who in anguish. Sedatives soothed his a mighty talker, stored with fairy former President grew silent.
today. The arbitra- stops to read it.
pervision of county superintendents tion
pain, but in his moments of conscious- tales for the little maids he adored,
It says:
is indepedent of that now in progon Friday, April 29 and 30. A sec"Warm Summer ,sun
ness the mental depression persisted. and racier, ruddier speech for more
ress
the
men
east of Buffalo. Shine
affecting
ond examination will be held in June
On the way up from Bermuda, he stalwart masculine ears. It Is a legend
kindly here,
AFLAM
for the schools that close later. The
Warm Southern wind blow softly here, said to Albert Bigelow Paine:
that he was vastly proud of his
Green sod above
papers will be graded by a commit- "This
is a had job; we'll never pull famous mop of white hair and used
tee of teachers in each county and cerLie light, lie light;
to spend the pains of a court lady in
THE SANTA
through with it."
tificates will be issued to those who
Good night, dear heart,
On shore once more, and longing getting it to just the proper stage of
I
Good night, good night!"
pass. An average grade of 70 must
for
the serenity of the New England artistic disarray.
be made to secure a certificate and
The American Chaucer.
Last summer the walks began to
he took heart and said to those
hills,
in only one grade is it permissible
London, April 22. The "American
last fall they ceased for good.
falter,
who
noted his enfeeblement:
to fall below 70 and then only to
Chaucer," is the Evening Standard's
The death of H. H. Rogers, a close Foreigners Are Fleeing for
a
"Give
me
50. The subjects for examination are:
air
breath
of
Redding
estimate of Mark Twain's position in
friend, was a severe blow. The death
Their Lives From Capital
Penmanship, spelling, reading, arith- Seven Modern
literature. Today the paper says: once more and this will pass."
of his daughter, Jane, who was seized
Automobiles
But
of
not
did
it
and
tired
metic, geography, physiology, U. S.
pass,
of Hunan
"Like Chaucer, he kept a hospitable
with an attack of epilepsy last fall
History, Civics and Grammar.
to Make Trip Over Hisheart for what is good and healthy. body and weary of spirit, the old war while in her
bath, was a hard blow
Special Mounted Policeman.
Since the death of Dickens no writer rior against shams and snobs said from which
toric Highway '
he never recovered. It NUMBER
Governor Mills . today
nurses:
to
his
faintly
appointed
of English has been so universally
OF VILLAGES BURNED
trainmaster W. E. McGraw of the El
"Why do you fight to keep me alive? was then that the stabbing pains in
read. Mark Twain and Count Tolstoi
his
heart
Paso and. Southwestern Railway Combegan.
Two days of life are as good to me as
fame."
Mark Twain died as truly as it can
FROM HUTCHINSON are the inheritors of world-wid- e
pany at Carrizozo, Lincoln county, a STARTED
four."
Tribute By Roosevelt.
be
said of any man, of a broken heart. Thirty Students Perish in Holospecial mounted policeman.
It is to be recalled that Mark Twain
Paris, April 22. Former President
caust of Technical
Mark Twain's Life.
Roosevelt was greatly pained to hear was for more than fifty years an inWai
The
Follow
mere
EnArkansas
of
River
Mark
chronology
TWO FUGITIVES ARE
School.
of the death of Mark Twain. He said: veterate smoker and the first conjec- Twain's
life is soon told. Like most
tire Distance to Pueblo,
STILL AT LARGE.
"His position, like that of Joei Chand- ture of the layman would be that he
dwellers in, the imagination, his sigler Harris, was unique, not only in had weakened his heart by
Colorado.
Hankow, April 22. The situation in
nificance
to posterity lies, not as with
Two Hundred Farmers and Twenty-fiv- e
tobacco.
in
American letters, but in the literary
Hunan province is regarded as critimen
of
in
how
he
action,
Armed Guards Hunting for
wrought cal. Women
Dr. Halsey said last night he was
world. He was not only a great hum
and children are fleeing
Hutchinson, Kan., April 22. Seven
to predicate that the anigna upon events, but rather in how events for their ,ives rom- unable
Escaped Convicts.
a
also
but
orist,
and
great
philosopher,
automobiles will leave Hutchinson,
Changsha. A num- him.
from
upon
for
snrh
wrought
Leavenworth, Kan.,
April 22. Kan., at nine tonight for a ruii of 461 his writings form one of the assets pejetoris from which Mark Twain tions of his time, and as it now seems, ber of villaes were burned by native
in the American contributions to the died was in any way a sequel to
Frank Grigware and Theodore
mobs. The country is placarded with
one of the most secure.
miles to
of which we have a right as ajotine poisoning. iSome constitutions,
two of the six convicts who es- Santa Fe Pueblo, Colo., along the new
Mark
Twain
was
then,
Briefly,
born threats to kill all foreigners. This
trail, an interstate highway nation to be genuinely proud." The, ho said, seem immune to the effects of
caped from the federal penitentiary which follows
Samuel Langhorn Clements, in Flori- - news was brought by missionaries and
route
the
old
of
the
pig skin library which Mr. Roosevelt tobacco. This was one of them,
yesterday are still at large this morn- Santa Fe trail
the refugees, many of whom traveled
da Mo., November 30, 1835.
closely. The route is carried through the jungle included
Yet it is a fact that since his
ing. It is believed that they are hid- along the Arkansas
he writes in his own thirty miles on foot, reached ' the
"My
parents,"
river
the
entire
Sawyer," , and "Huckleberry ness began the doctors had cut. down burlesque
ing in the rough district eight miles distance. The
autobiography, "were neith- - Yangtse river in rags. The gun boats
officers of the new San- Finn," and Mr. Roosevelt say's he read .Mr. Clemens
north of here. The heavy rain this ta Fe
daily allowance of er very poor nor conspicuously hon- - in tho river have their guna trained on
trail organization, which is be- both several times and with the great-- !
twenty cigars and countless pipes, to est. The earliest ancestor the Twains Changsha and have afforded refuse to
morning interfered with the search. hind the movement to
construct and est interest.
four cigars a day.
Twenty-fiv- e
have any recollection of was a friend many foreigners. Many Chinese have
armed guards and two maintain a fine dirt road
His Last Hours.
through Kan
Inveterate 'Smoker.
of the family by the name of Higgins." been killed. In one instance a tech- hundred farmers are searching for the sas to
the Colorado mountains will
Redding, Conn., April 22. Samuel
Nc privation was a greater sorrow "
fugitives.
' nical school was set on fire
and thirty
occupy the cars.
fMark Twainl tn htm
Langhorn Clemens
He tried to smoke on the
(Continued on Page Eight.)
students burned to
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RECOLLECTION.
(By Channing Pollock.)
Hand in hand we walked together
Down the winding moon-li- t
way,
d
weather
Loving in the
Of the mating month of May.
Close at hand a night-birsinging
From its perch among the trees,
And the breath of blossoms clinging
To the warm, caressing breeze- -r
Oh, my love, thy spirit dies
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Wedding at Las Vegas Charles
Denver, Colo., April 22.
Herbert Weaver and Angeline Sedillo
The weather forecast for Xew
were united in marriage Wednesday
Mexico is fair and warmer tonight at the home of the bride at Las
with local frost in north
night
Vegas. Justice of the Peace D. R.
Saturday fair.
portion.
Murray performed the ceremony.
Robbers Busy at Las Vegas Daily
Shot a Blue Heron One of the
robberies are just now being reported sons of T. A. Herlow this morning
from the Meadow City. Xight before shot a blue heron on the pond in back
last, robbers broke into the store of ot the Herlow home on Water street.
Edward Saner and carried off $65
A moveYoung Men's Association
worth of merchandise including flvement was
today for the
inaugurated
revolvers, four watches, twelve razors establishment of a Young Men's
d
a cartridge belt.
Loclation with headquarters where
Marriage Licenses Issued A mar- - young men may congregate and spend
nage license was granieu ai ias ve-- ' a pleasant evening free from vicious
gas yesterday to Candelaria Sandoval, surroundings. The movement should
aged 18, and Lucio Tapia. The young succeed and is entirely practical in its
people reside in San Jose. Antonia nature.
Segura, aged 28, and Bruno Ortega,
Suit for Divorce Filed Demetria
aged 29, both residents of Rowe, also Vallejos, of Gallup, filed suit for
were granted a marriage license.
divorce in the district court at AlTwo Deaths at Albuquerque John buquerque yesterday against Victor
Cummins died at Albuquerque yester- Vallejos, alleging desertion and
day. He was a native of Ireland and
had worked for the Santa Fe system
Tree Planting The tree planting
at Albuquerque the past 30 years. committee of the Santa Fe Board of
William Purcell Fox, a well known Trade will make its rounds next week
Mason of the Duke City and for 24 to
raisp the hundred dollars necessary
years an employe of the Santa Fe sys- - to pay for the wovk that is wng done j
tern, died yesterday at Albuquerque. thig year and to maintain the trees
His wife and two daughters survive
jlhus planted A hundred trees have;
lm'
Uieen set out on Cerrillos road and the j
d
Drinking Leads to Killing at
trees on Montezuma, Capitol,'
son While drinking heavily at Daw- Don
Gaspar and Riverside avenues reson, Colfax county, Walter Byers was placed.
Arrangements have been
instantly killed after midnight by a made for the regular watering of the
single shot from the gun of Tlhomas trees
planted.
O'Neill.
The murdered man leaves
Showers Were Nearby Santa Fe is
a wife and eight children. He had
.shower zone
been candidate for sheriff two years still apparently in the
came close to us
but
although
they
on
the
age
Republican ticket. O'Neill
was a bartender and is now in jail at yesterday they did not relieve the
water sprinkler of its duties of laying
Raton charged with the murder.
the dust. The maximum temperature
Some Laughs on the Census Taker wac rw oirrpns vtasifrprrfiii v and t!hp min- - i
"Don't be a census obstructor. When imum was 35. The average relative
you obstruct the enumerator you ob- humidity was 40 per cent. The low
struct Las Vegas. Before you leave est
was 23 tie- temperature last night
.1
1..
! 1.
for work in the morning, sit down withi
ml
mere was a nign
nunnery
grees.
wife or mother or sister and help her! wind in the afternoon. A
toago
year
make out the question list, so when
day the maximum was 42 degrees and
enumerator
the
calls she will be able the minimum 30 with 63 per cent of
to answer all questions accurately. sunshine. There was
rain, snow and
Don't be like the man who yesterday thunder.
refused a census taker admission to
his home. To the enumerator's imSWASTIKAS ORGANIZE A
portunities he retorted it was none of
BASEBALL CLUB. M
his business he was an obstructor.
The taker knew it was his business to
a
'get' the man in some way, so he At a meeting last night of the Swas-ticwas
C.
Sanchez
club
Jose
waited in the neighborhood until the
basebap
man went down town, then went in elected manager and Ben J. Alarid
and got the information from
his captain and they are ready to considwife. A visitor accompanied an East er challenges.
A
side enumerator this morning.
The team has been reinforced by
servant came to the door at the first the following members for the year
place and when apprised the young 1910:
man was a census taker, resignedly
Luis Baca.c; Felipe Ortiz, p.; How
niurmurred 'Oh!' The ladv of the ard Kerr, 1st b.; Ben Alarid, 2nd b.;
house lay on a couch in an adjoining Francisco Garcia, 3rd b.; Armando
oom, and languidly answered all Lanagoite, ss.; Jose Ortiz, If.; L.
questions. Not once did she come in Baca, cf.; Abran Sena, rf.; Ernest
sight. The next house visited was the
sub.
home of a wholesale dealer. He him slaughter,
self came to the door and asked the
TRUE POLITENESS.
visitor in. He was feeling fine, thank
you, and obligingly and willingly gave
One evening as the mother of a litthe information. 'Are you the head ot
tle
niece of Phillips Brooks was tuckthe house,' the young man queried.
was an'As near as any man ever is.' was the ing her snugly in bed, a caller
child
mother
told
The
the
nounced.
quick reply. 'Ever married more than
once?'
'Once only that's enough.' to say her prayers and promised to be
back in a few minutes.
'Can you speak English?' 'In spots.'
When she returned she asked the
Las Vegas Optic.
child if she had done as she was bidden.
We offer One Hundred Dollars Re"Well, you see, mamma, I was
ward for any oase of Catarrh that can- awfully sleepy, so I
just asked God if
not be cured by Hall's Catarrh Ckre. he wouldn't excuse me tonight, and He
F. J. CHENEY, & CO.. Toledc, O.
said, 'Oh, certainly, don't mention it,
We, the undersigned, have known F. Miss Brooks.' " (From "Success Mag
J. Cheney for the last 15 yes- - and be azine.")
lieve him perfectly honorable In all
business transactions and financially HAVE YOU BEEN ENUMERATED?
able to carry out any obligations made
If not, or if you have any doubt, fill
by his firm.
out this coupon and mail to
WALDING, KINN & MARVIN,
'Supervisor of Census
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken internOn April 15, 1910, I was living at
ally, acting directly upon the blood address given below, hut to the best
and mucous r.urfaces of the system. of my knowledge I have not been enu
Testimonials sent free. Price 75 cents merated there or anywhere else.
Name
per bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
Take Hall's Family Pills fro coa Street and No
As-an-

I

JEWELER

eeds Seeds

CHOICE UTAH ALFALFA SEED 25c. per lb.
ASSORTMENT OP FLOWER
OF VEGETABLE SEEDS
ALL
KINDS
SEEDS,
ALL FRESH SEEDS.
AND ONION bETS,
A COMPLETE

F. GORMLEY
FRANK
GENERAL MERCHANDISE

1

CANON
A'iC.
D

1

Q
117

ROAD

MULLIGAN & RKING
SUCCESSORS TO J. D. MULLIGAN

UNDERTAKING & EMBALMING
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
125
1,ahoskth 130 RED
PICTURE

FRAMING TASTEFULLY

AND

SATISFACTORILY

DONE.

Onion Sets, Alfalfa Seed.
All kinds of Garden and Field Seeds.
SOLE AGENTS FOR

International Stock Food
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in
Flonr, Hay,
Salt

II-I-

I

H

U

I

M

Grain, Potatoes,

aii

Seeds

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE.

THE SANTA FE TRAIL CURIO CO.
it
it

RIGHT PRICES ALWAYS ON
MEXICAN AND INDIAN GOODS
No Need to Cut.
S . E. Corner of Plaza.

!

"

IF

RliTER. B"OVN

ff

---

"

COPYRIGHT

fQQ4

BY

Tt'

'"V

CL

The Shoes That Wear
Buster Brown Shoes for the Bojs.

COPY:

stlpatlon.

City

Fulper Pottery Company, Flemington, N. J., April 4, 1910.
s
Hardware Co.,
The
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Gentlemen:
We herewith eg to enclose you a credit memo for
covering one number eight Fulper Filter to be delivered at
once via cheapest route to Miss Meda Hess, M. D., Laguna, N. Mex.
Kindly see that this Filter goes forward at your earliest convenience as there seems to he an epidemic of fever there and the
FILTER IS NEEDED AT ONCE.
Kindly advise us that you nave made this shipment and oblige,
Very respectfully,
(Signed): FULPER FILTER CO.,
By SAMUEL L. PARKER.
Wood-Davi-

Mgr. Sales Dept.
A

IT
II
I

f

If

L U L

"3est

TRUE COPY:

This is but one the many in nances where we are asked to ship
this Filter all over the country.
They are Nature's Natural Filters. They are the most effective
and sanitary Filters on the market
We will be more than pleased to give you a demonstration of the
Filter as we are now displaying same at our store.
Don't delay, but make an early call.

Wj?A,55S

If it's Hardware

WHOLESALE

AND RETAIL

Screened

RATON

We have it. fl?

Wood

Yankee:

Lump

cerrillos

Anthracite Coal all Sizes,

Smithing Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

Telephone

Steam Coal.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

z.Ts.$riZt
85

Telephone 85

THE SANTA FE ABSTRACT,
REALTY & INSURANCE AGENCY
Room

19

(INCORPORATED)
Oatron Block. Santa, Fe, N. M.

Does a general ABSTRACT', REAL ESTATE and INSURANCE business

$20,000.00

PtAMOHPO

to loan on Santa Fe Real Estate
at low rate of Interest : :

H. Q9 YONTZ
MANUFACTURER OF

IKJSS:

MEXICAN FILIGREE

Rtcht ServiM

a ;WtlLKY

WATCHES

'JTi

mHBSB

1

'nd

""-to- b
Date Method

Cut Glass, China and Silverware
SANTA FE,
tt.

346 San FranelM

luaIty s obtained from olives picked before
I fl y
fl D 1 1
u
maturity and immediately pressed. It is then called
I
J U1LI 1
"Virgin Oil" and has a greenis tingeh.
The quality here offered is Virgin Oil of especially fine flavor imported from known
( sources and therefore free from adulteration of any kind.

f

,

3

FEET.

MINOR CITY TOPICS

Daw-idea-

if.

LITTLE

'

Quit?
3IIL

PHONE
BLACK

M

WEAK UPON HIS

i

C

!!!!

Little Tommy Tucker.

Certainly a Sucked
singinj for nice bread ano meat
he'd known what to choose
had buster

Every pair
guaranteed.

In this land of chill unending.
'Where the snow eternal drives,
Thine the tragedy of spending
All the winter of our lives;
Thine the tragedy, the yearning.
Since thou canst not understand
How I find the way returning
At each pressure of the hand
In the love-ligh- t
of thine eyes
Find the stars of southern skies!

1

.

t.

Goods.

O.

Incorporated 1903.

I

love-fille-

Wandering under southern skies!

AlsoVAFlFIY FRESH

CAUL

DAILY

N. M.

IWlM8M!ll(I!!ra

I
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CURED TO STAY CURED.

PROGRESS

OF AMERICAN

AND FOREIGN BANKING.

How a Santa Fe Citizen Found Complete Freedom From Kidney

Troubles.

New Mexico Military Institute

The nickel merely
measures the price

National Monetary Commission Proposes a Set of Checks Covering
Period of Over 30 Years.

If you suffer from backache
From urinary disorders
From any disease of the kidneys,
Washington, D. C, April 22. A set
Be cured to stay cured.
of charts, carefully prepared for the
Doan's Kidney Pills make lasting
National Monetary Commission, by
cures.
Dr. A. Piatt Andrews, special assistSanta Fe people testify.
to the commission, was made pubant
Here's one case of it:
These charts
lic
by the commission.
Eusebio Escudero, 106 Griffin street,
the
form
show
in
progress of
graphic
Santa Fe, N. M., says: "In 1902 I
and
American
foreign banking during
used Doan's Kidney Pills and derived
The
so much benefit that I gladly recom- the past thirty to forty years.
number of the plates is 24, and much
mend them in a public statement.
been taken in the arrangeFor two or three years I suffered care has
lines and coloring, to
from backache and kidney complaint. ment of spaces,
at
a glance the story
them
tell
make
Inere was a retention of the kidney of
in banking conditions
the
changes
which
difficulties
secretions and other
the period covered. The sub- gave evidence that my kidneys were during
are
jects
arranged in a logical order
very weak. My attention was finally !of
evolution,
I
beginning with the prog-jre's- s
called to Doan's Kidney Pills and
in
of national banks,
the
number
Burrows
at
Stripling,
procured a box
state banks, and trust companies.
Ten
ciVars
& Co.'s drug store.
They promptly
relain
with
deal
then
changes
They
in
back,
my
lelieved the pain
t
tive
looking
of each class of banks
strengthened my kidneys and removed and incapital
national
of
the
circulation
the
a
On
trouble.
made.
every symptom of my
of
few occasions since then I have h'ad banks; changes in the circulation
need of a kidney medicine and I am national banks in their relation to the
and price of government
glad to say that at such times I have supply
relation of the treasury
the
bonds;
used Doans' Kidney Pills witbN.the
of public money in
to
balance
deposits
benefit."
greatest
movements
of the
the
the
banks;
50
For sale by all dealers. Price
Co.,
Buffalo, bank circulation in reserve cities and
cents. Foster-Milbur- n
isaripe, rare, mellowed cigar with a long filler i
New York, sole agents for the United other cities; the relative fluctuations
in the price and net return upon the
and an imported wrapper
never rani;.
States.
Remember the name Doan's and 'public debt of the United States and
therefore, in the first rank. In every case
,'tnat of Great Britain, France and
take no other.
in town and aHead in every case.
changes in discount rates in
The Clubhouse is banded
different markets; and the comparthe Perfecto is not
11ME TABLE ALL
ative stocks of gold in leading banks.
The first chart shows the progress
LOCAL TRAINS
iin the number of national banks from
about 1,650 in 1867, through the graduLeave Santa Fe at 8:10 a. m. to con- al
to about 3,800 in the summer
nect with No. 10 from the south and of rise,
1893. Then comes the depression
NILES & M05ER CIGAR CO, Distributors
west, also No. 3 from the east, re- of the line, due to the failures and
Main 3500
Telephone
Denver, CoL
turning arrive at Santa Fe 12:10 p. in. liquidations following the panic of that
con4
m.
to
Leave Santa Fe at
p.
until the number in the summer
also takes year,
nect with No. 1 west-boun1899 falls below 3,600. Then comes many of them with capital much below and the foreign movement of gold to
oi
d
2
pass- 'a
passengers for No.
sharp unward turn, which began in the minimum permitted to national New York from foreign countries and
ing Lamy at 6:30 p. m. Returning the summer of 1899, apparently as the banks, lose the predominance which from New York abroad is the subject
arrive at Santa Fe 6 : 30 p. m. with No. result of
returning business activity, 'they derive from numbers. State of a diagram which shows that New
l's connection only.
was sharply accentuated by the banking capital and surplus funds in York is frequently subject to severe
jbut
Leave Santa Fe at 7:20 p. m. to con- 'act of March 14, 1900, which first per 1867 are shown to have been
pressure in both directions at the same
nect with Nos. 7 and 9 west-bounwhile national banking capital moment. Another diagram, representmitted the creation of national banks
Return- with a capital between $25,000 and and surplus funds were about $480,- - ing the movements of cash between
and Nos. 4 and 8
New York from August to December,
ing arrive at Santa Fe 11:10 d. m.
$50,000. This upward movement con1907, and the great reflex current of
tinues practically unbroken until a tional banks amounted to about
Denver and Rio Grande Railroad.
while for state banks they had incoming money during the winter and
total of nearly 6,700 banks is attained
Train leaves for the north at 10:15 in the summer of 1908, after which risen only to about $110,000,000. Then spring of 190S. The maximum loss to
a. m.
the movement is slightly relaxed as came an upward curve in the line of New York in any one month was in
Train arrives from the north at 4 the result of the panic of 1907.
progress of both classes, which cul- October, 1907, when the amount was
p. m.
Even more interesting in some re- minated in 1893 with national banking $40,301,000; the maximum gain was in
spects are the variations of the line capital of $930,000,000 and the state January, 1908, when the amount was
New Mexico Central.
the number of state banks. banking funds of $325,000,000. The $35,729,000. The largest monthly loss
indicating
Train leaves Santa Fe at 8:45 a. m.
below 300 in 1867, the number downward dip of the curve, after the recorded in any other recent year was
Starting
Train arrives at Santa Fe at 9:45 p. is
barely above 600 in 1876 and shows panic of 1893, carried national banking in October, 1906, when the amount
m.
a decline to 475 in 1873. From that funds to about $860,000,000 in 1889, was $23,783,000.
The last table of the series, giving
date to the summer of 1885 there is a while those of state banks were about
It Is an admitted fact that real es- gradual upward movement until the $310,000,000. Then began the rapid the average gold holdings of the three
tate, financial men and merchants all number of state banks is only a little upward movement of the past ten principal European banks and of the
results are under 1,000. The comes a
eay that quickest and
depression ten years along almost parallel lines, United States treasury, brings into reobtained by advertising in the New to about 850, which
turns in leaving national-ban- k
capital and sur- lief the great increase in gold stocks
suddenly
Mexican.
the summer of 1886 into a rapid up- - plus funds in 1909 at $1,500,000,000 in recent years. The United States
which has never been and similar funds for state banks at (treasury, with over $1,100,000,000 in
If you want anything on eartn try !ward movement,
gold, stands in the front rank of holdIt was in $720,000,000.
interrupted.
permanently
a New Mexican Want Ad
ers
of the yellow metal, offering a
1893 that the number of state banks
conThe difference between banking
began to overtake the number of na- ditions in New York and other finan remarkable contrast with the conditional banks. The lines of increase in cial centers is indicated by the chart tions of 1S95, when total treasury holdbanks of both types had been roughly of discount rates in Berlin, London, ings were under $140,000,000. The
parallel down to about the summer of Paris and New York for the twenty Bank of France, although showing less
a
1888, with the state banks nearly 2,000 years ending with 1908. The Paris remarkable variations, discloses
0
which
stock
from
increased
banks.
gold
lowin
national
than
less
number
rates are the most stable and the
in 1892 to $560,000,000 in 1908.
Then began "a stern chase" by the est, ranging above 3 per cent only for
state banks to overtake the national brief periods at the Bank of France The Bank of England and the Imperial
banks in number, influenced, apparent- and for still shorter periods in the Bank of Germany do not show radical
ly, by the small profit to the national open market. The London rates, both gains in gold, but, rather, the influence
banks on circulation, which arose at the Bank of England and in the, of the variation of the discount rate
from the high price of United States open market, show frequent varia- and the control of the exchange marbonds. By the summer of 1891 the dis- tions, but their range, except in the ket to keep their reserves up to min
tance between the two classes of in- autumn of 1907, is never higher than imum requirements of from $150,000,- stitutions had fallen to less than
4 2 per cent, and in 1895 as low as 2 000 to $200,000,000.
1892 to less
summer
of
the
by
per cent at the bank and below 1 per
A SPIRITED AND WELL MATCHED
than 200. Finally, in the spring of cent in the open market. The Berlin EDITOR OF MEANS
team, is what we send out from this 1895, in the face of national-banBECOMES A TRAMP,
rates show a higher tendency, but only
LIVERY.
the line of the number of at the close of the year 1899 and the
liquidations,
We send a driver, too, if desired. state banks crossed that of national
early part of 1900 did they go above 5 Only Method and Hope for Regain
What more invigorating than a lively banks arid
the upward move- per cent, until on the eve of the panic
ing His Health Will Walk from
began
spin over the smooth roads on a clear, ment which carries the line at an of 1907. The open market rate in
Denver to Boston.
0
bright day.
acute angle from about 3,600 to
Berlin did not at any time, except in
It being Spring makes the occasion
in the summer of 1908.
1907, go above 4
per cent and in Denver, April 22. Convinced that
more enjoyable.
A somewhat different light is cast 1894 was at a point below 2 per cent. the only way to regain his failing
Take a ride and be happy.
upon these figures by the second
The commission, in dealing with the health is by "getting back to nature,"
amount
of
the
capital
showing
York market, did not take vio- H. J. Holmes, editor of the Glenwood
New
chart,
WILLIilS 4 WSING
and surplus funds of different classes lent fluctuations in call money as a Springs, Colo., Avalanche, one of the
310 San Francisco St. 'Phone 139 Red. of institutions. Here the state banks,
basis, but only the rate for commercial leading Democratic dailies of the
paper running from two to three state, voluntarily assumed the life of
months. Beginning in 1890 at a rate a hobo.
of about 5
Holmes will "beat his way" from
per cent, this New York
rate fell a trifle below 4 per cent in Denver to Boston, riding the bumpers,
1892, to mount for above 6 in the paniu sleeping in box cars and knocking at
of 1893, when the maximum Berlin back doors for a "hand out" in the
rate was just over 4 'per cent and that most approved "hobo" style. Holmes
of London Just over 3. Then came has been prominent in Democratic polthe fall in the New York rate to 3 per itics in Colorado for over twenty
cent, during the depression following years, and is a man of means. For a
the panic, when the Berlin market number of years his health has been
rate was under 2 per cent and the Lon- failing and his present plan was
don market rate was under 1 per cent. adopted after a tour of the leading
The New York rate returned to a lit- European places had failed to bring
tle more than 3
,
per cent in 1897, him relief.
and then advanced gradually to about
When any dealer offers you a $425.00 piano for $197, there, is some4.25 per cent in 1900, and mounted upthing wrong. The goods must be second hand or defective in some
ward after 1901 to about 5.4 pei cent
way. Beware of false bargains, you will regret it in the end.
in 1903. Then came a fall of 4.25 in
We are now offering you the best values for your . money lever
1904 and arapid rise in 1906, which
offered in Santa Fe by a responsible piano dealer. Call and see
our line of pianos. Call and hear the wonderful Gable Inner Player.
culminated in a rate of 6.2 per cent
We will take your old piano in exchange and you can pay the balin 1907. The New York rate, whether
ance in small monthly payments.
high or low, was in every case higher To check
early colds or Grippe with "Preventics"
than the rates, either official or pri- means
sure defeat for Pneumonia. To stop a cold
is safer than to let it run and be
Preventics
with
vate, in London and Paris, and only
obliged to cure it afterwards. To be sure, Pre1901
1897
to
from
the
even a deeply seated cold, but
cure
ventics will
period
during
' A Good used Piano in fine condition
early at the sneeze stage they break, or
was it lower than the German official taken
colds. That's surely better.
head oft these
rate and during only a brief portion of That's why theyearly
are called Preventics.
Cold Cures. No Qiiln-Inlittle
Proventicsare
Candy
this' time lower than the German prino physic, nothing sickening. Nice for the
vate' rate. An interesting chart, which children and thoroughly safe too. If you feel
if you sneeze, if you ache all over, think of
shows in detail the number of days chilly,
Preventics. Promptness may also save half your
sickness. And don't forget your child, it
during which high and low rates pre- usual
there is feverishness, nightor day. Herein probvailed at the banks of France, Eng- ably lies Preventics' greatest efficiency. Sold in
boxes for the pocket, also in 25c boxes of 48
land and Germany, has a maximum 6o
Preventics. Insist on your druggists giving you
line of 7 per cent, which is never
crossed in any case by the line of
actual rates, except at the Imperial
The House of Quality.
Bank of Germany in the panic of 1907.
East Side Plaza.
The Internal movement of currency
between New York and interior points
STRIPLING BURROWS CO.

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
West Point of tha SouthwMt,"
Officers
Detailed by War Department
Army
Army Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS

Tha

not the quality!

"A."
Through Academic course, preparing young
men for college or for business life. Great
amount of open air work. Healthiest location
of any Military School in the Union. Located
on the beautiful Pecos Valley the garden
spot of the West at an e'evatlon of 3,700
feet above sea level, sunshine every day, but
Ittie rain or snow during session.
Eleven Officers and Instructors, all graduates from staidard eastern colleges. Ten
buildings, thoroughly furnished, heated, light
edjand modern 1p all respects.
REGENTS E. A. Cahoon, President; W
G, Hamlltoa, Vice President; J. Phelps White,
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W

f,

Wmwjrv'

aren
better

cent
better

A

Flnlay
For particular! and illustrated catalogue
address.

or

COL. JAS. W. WILLSON,

The

Superintendent.

'Henry George
5c Cigar

Wells Fargo k Company
Express

j

General Express Forwarders

Ger-iman-

east-boun-

j

--

All

TO.

Parts of the World.

Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Fargo
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
Payable Throughout the United States. Canada. MesicD
and all Foreign Countries.

REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH.

i

J. D. BARNES. Aocnt

,$100,-000,00-

east-boun-

$575,-000,00-

LIVERY STABLI
Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses

Call up 'Phone 9
When in Need of Anything in the
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished

bst

'

RATES RIGHT.
Don

$300,-000,00-

CHAS. CLOSSON

Caspar Avenue

PARISIAN CLEANING & DYE WORKS
FRENCH DRY AND STEAM CLEANING- WE CLEAN. PRESS

LDIES

AND

GENTS

WE ALSO

REPAIR

AND

CLOTHES

CLOAKS, SILKS, LACES,
TIES, PARASOLS

OLD HATS MADE NEW.

SATISFACTION

k

CLEAN GOWNS, OPERA

GUARANTEED.

!

GLOVES

ETC

PRICES REASONABLE

East Side Plaza:

Phone 132 Red.

11,-40-

2

SPECIAL
SALE

i i Ann

o.

SPECIAL
nunnftinnninn
MDiivirfiKifla

sale

Ae

have just received our new Stock of this
SPRING and SUMMER 1910 Embroideries and Laces which will be SPECIAL SALE
during this month only. All new patterns and
designs.

2

Piano. Values

PLEASE CALL AND EXAMINE THEM

The Price does the Grading

ADOLF SELIGMAN

DRY GOODS CO

2

THE WEST FOR THE WEST.
The Colorado Rational Life Assurance Company

Stop That Cold

Only $13)0.00

EYLES MUSIC

Denver Colorado.

The Pioneer Life Insurance Co.,
of the Southwest
A.

e,

CO.

Preventics

JVL

BERGERE, Manager for New Mexico.

Santa Fa,

'

N. M.

TO AND FROM flOSWELl..
Connection made wltn Automobile
line at Torrance- for Roswell dally,
Automobile leaves Torrance for Roawell at 4 a. m., and arrives at Roswell
at 12, noon. Automobile leaves Roa
well for Torrance at 1 p. m. and ar

Catron Block

rives at Torrance at 10 p. m. The
tare between Santa Fe and Torrance
is $5.80 and between Torrance and
Roswell $10. Reserve seats on automobile by wire. J. W. Stockard.
If y'u are in need of anything, try
a New Mexican Want Ad.
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If Congress would realize the change
that has taken place in public sentiment during these last few years and
THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHER.
the weight of the public demand for
this Owen bill, of which evidences are
FRANK P. STURGES,
PAUL A. F. WALTER,
Vice President. at hand at every turn, it is probable
Editor and President.
JOHN K. STAUFFER, Secretary-TreasureCongressmen would hasten at the
session to heed the wishes of
present
Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postofflce.
their constituents now crystalizing
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Daily, six months, by mail ....$3.75 jinto a widespread and united demand
'for a thorough-goin- g
reform of our
25
Daily per week by carrier
2.00
Weekly, per year
75
and
public
inadequate
carrier....
month,
by
Daily, per
1.00 health
legislation.
,. 65 Weekly, six months
Daily, per month, by mail
75
7.00 Weekly, per quarter
Daily, per year, by mail
A SUNNY HEART BEATS NO MORE
Mark Twain is dead!
He who
OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
to
smiles
the
and
brought
lips of
eyes
The New Mexican is the oldest new spaper in New Mexico. It is sent to
millions
the
broken
a
has
died
of
every postofflce in the Territory, and has a large and growing ercul&tto i
heart and
joined that innumeramong the intelligent and progress ive people of the Southwest.
able caravan which moves silently to
the great beyond, augmented each
yNION(LABEC?
day by new recruits among them
those whom we .knew and whom we
'
FROM will be a new distributing station for loved; Theodore' Roosevelt who carIMMIGRATION BENEFITS
Ki.ropean t immigration, jof ; ttoe; .bcet ried copies of ''Torn. Sawyer" and
THE PANAMA CANAL'..
quality, and during 1915 there will be "Huckleberry Finn'' in his library
Unito
the
The bulk of immigration
binple scope for instruction, "advice
ted Stales during 1909 passed through ard opportunity as soon as the immi carefully: selected for his African trip,
the customs districts of New York. grant farmer leaves the steamer pre- testifies that he perused those books
Baltimore, Boston and Philadelphia. paratory to entering the portal of the again and again under the starry skies
Of these immigrants it is estimated new land of promise.
San Diego is of Central Africa and with the same
that not more than five per cent pene- the only port that can serve this purthe boy in Alaska or the
trated as far as the Mississippi river pose, and San Diego is the only place avidity that
in
to
'reads them. Mark
effort
Australia
strenuous
youth
notwithstanding
where an exposition of this kind can
Twain was more than a jester. His
scatter them and to prevent conges- bs held.
tion in the larger cities of the eastsympathy was world wide and even if
ern states.
had penned only the epitaph for
he
THE NATION'S HEALTH.
That this congestion of an alien
his
Sunwife's, grave, which the Associated
"Tuberculosis
is
Next
Sunday
population in the seaboard cities of
to
Press
land
of
one
the
from
end
and
repeats today, the first time in
day"
cities
the
larger
the Atlantic coast and
of the middle west is an evil almost the other ministers of every religion years that it has wired a stanza of
will be preaching the modern crusade poetry all over the world, he would
ripe to furnish a menace to the future
coun- against the "Great White
Plague." have been
this
of
and
progress
prosperity
beloved as far as those
try is not denied by the wisest think- Tens of thousands and hundreds of verses went today over the telegraph
the
of
thousands of men and women will hear
ers and the expert economists
also the most fit
nation. The remedy for this evil, of of the ravages of 'this "Disease of the wires and which
course, is distribution. If the para- Tenements," this output of the modern ting epitaph for his tomb:
site can be transformed into a pro- factory, j
ducer the danger that has been prePresident Taft in his letter to the Warm Summer sun
dicted will be C viated in very appre- National Association for the Study Shine kindly here,
ciable degree. Attach the immigrant and Prevention of Tuberculosis and Warm Southern wind
to the soil, give him a personal in- the governors of fifteen states by Blow softly here,
terest in the material, productive proclamation or open letters have Green sod above
prosperity of the nation, and he imme- given to this campaign for health, Lie light, lie light
diately becomes an American citizen strong official endorsements, which Good night, dear heart,
Good night, Good night!
whose patriotism is rooted in proper- will make
many converts to the cause
ty, whose aspiration is based on the of reform in the administration of our
hearthstone of the home.
The Albuquerque Morning Journal
health laws, federal and state.
The panama canal will help to
takes
the same position as the New
in
tuberculosis
The
from
loss
annual
solve the problem of foreign immiMexican
that there is enough water
at
this
has been estimated
gration to the United 'States. It will 150,000country
for
in
all
the Rio Grande. It says:
is
the
lives
and
$6,000,000,000,
divert a large proportion of the best
the government is right.
"Perhaps
in
cost
this
of
sacrifice
new
a
computed
into
element of that immigation
is
it
Perhaps
hasty to criticise the redein
money. But the encouraging fact
channel leading directly to the
clamation
for indefinitely
service
veloped and developing possibilities connection with this whole dread busiof the
the
paralyzing
development
ness
of preventable disease not preof the nation chiefly agricultural and
vast upper Rio Grande valley in New
still
of
not
of
curable
cured,
Instead
disease
industrial.
vented,
logically
a
small
further congesting cities already over is the fact that preaching for reform Mexico because comparatively terin the southern part of the
strip
will
new
on
is
this
and
that
press,
population
crowded,
going steadily
build new cities in regions demanding pulpit and public are coming to the ritory and in a foreign country needs
them as centers of rich and prosper- point where common sense and scien the entire flow of the river. But to
ous agricultural districts. The Pana- tific knowledge are daily being applied the average hard headed citizen who
ma canal will be the shortest route more widely to lengthen out the span lives north of San Marcial the justice
of the proposition is difficult to see.
from the outworn soil of European of human life.
'
He cannot help feeling that New
farms and fields to the untitled acres
Of all the plans of doctors and layMexico is getting the worst of it for
southwest.
and
coast
Pacific
of the
men for the
of tuberculo- the
good of El Paso and Mexico. AlThe objective point of the industrious, sis none has prevention
in its greater merit and
be
no
will
and the river valley ad
buquerque
longer
ambitious immigrant
of such far reaching results
New York and the cities of the eastern promise
joining form the business and deveop-opineas that proposed by Senator 0"wen for
center of New Mexico's re
states, there to strive and struggle the creation
of a national department sources. A
a
bare
of
and sweat for the necessities
surrounding agricultural
section is a vital foundation for a
and barren livelihood; but he wrill buy of public health.
It is not that the national govern- city's permanent prosperity. "Without
his steamer ticket through to San
Diego or other Pacific coast port with ment is inactive" and that it is not the use of the river water for irrigathe ultimate intention of going a little spending money. The public health tion, the upper valley will be set
farther to the place he has selected and marine hospital service as a bu- back many, many years.
for his new home in the new world. reau has been in existence for over a
"All of which, as stated above, may
San Diego is mentioned specifically hundred years and has in that time be
unreasonable and unjust and carp
in this connection because it is the done some most effective work, notably
criticism. But there is a general
ing
of
the
coast
first port on the Pacific
in suppressing yellow fever and over conviction which is hard to eradicate,
United States north of the canal and fifteen million dollars are annually ap- that if
rightly and wisely divided and
because it is the port nearest to the propriated to eight different depart- conserved
the silvery Rio Grande car
in
vast possibilities now developing
ments at Washington for the preven- ries water enough for all."
souththe
and
California
southern
tion of disease. But this money fails
west. It is the natural distributing to
bring in the proper returns because
In discussing the large revenues of
point for an immigrant population fit- the work is scattered. There is lack
farmted to engage in the intensive
towns
like Albuquerque, Roswell and
of
between all these goveven Las Vegas and Raton, large in
ing of a land reclaimed from its dor- ernmental bureaus, effective
mant potentiality by irrigation and
is
result, is seen comparison with the municipal income
the conservation of resources hither- in our absent and the rate
of Santa Fe, it must be remembered
national death
disgraceto neglected for lack of scientific exthat in those towns large sums are
fully high.
ploitation.
paid in fines, are collected for dog and
As a nation we have been too busy
It is upon this theory of the future
poll taxes and other sources of revbuilding up our vast manufactures and enue are made
utility of the Panama canal in its business
available, while the
enterprises to pay much heed number of those exempted from payrelation to the Pacific coast and the
southwest that San Diego has organ- to the cost we were paying in acci- ment of taxes is much smaller than
We have it is in
ized its 1915 exposition. The chief dent, disease and death.
Santa Fe, where the tax burden
benefit to accrue to the undeveloped been wasteful of our greatest national falls upon a comparatively few. There
section of the United States from the asset the health of the nation as we would be a remedy for all this by crecanal is human energy capitalized by have been, wasteful of our great naturSanta Fe a separate tax district
The immediate al resources. It is time to stop and ating
human intelligence.
with its own assessment and collection
return from the commerce incited by take count to notice what 'price we of taxes, a method which is permistraffic through the waterway will be are paying to see whether industrial sible
under the statute. Whether it
infinitesimal in comparison with the supremacy is not costing too much, not would be
wise, however, to take this
flow
results that will immediately
only in wasted lives and needless sorat this time, it is more difficult
from the direct importation of energy row and suffering, but in cold bare step
to determine, this much being certain,
and intelligence to be applied in the dollars and cents.
.
that even without such a radical measdevelopment of the latent resources
It is a case not for sentimentality ure, the revenues of Santa Fe will conland.
of the
and theorizing, but for hard common tinue to
it
In 1909 the immigration from Austria-- sense and the practical application of will be increase steadily, althoughwill
before
years
many
they
was
Hungary
to the United States
such knowledge as we now have. reach to within
of what Rosfrom the German empire,
168,509;
health officer in the land, well and Albuquerque receive each
Every
public
23,540; from Norway 13,627; from the from the official in whose
keeping is year for municipal purposes.
Russian empire and Finland, 120,460; the health of the smallest town,
to the
from Sweden, 14,474; from England, commissioners of health of our greatand est
26,030 ;
It is a remarkable tribute that Wil:J2,809; from Ireland,
states, should be able to turn to
from Scotland, 13,506. It is safe to a
R. Hearst, the Democratic editor,
liam
properly equipped and
week paid to President "William
presume that the great majority of widely
this
in
experienced department
these immigrants are more or less fafor advice, support and Taft, a tribute so much the more notemiliar with the farming methods of Washington
relief.
In
many "cases the health of worthy because of the source from
their own country and could easily be
whole communities is now endanger- which it came. The millionaire journmade conversant with the advantages
ed for lack of a central department alist said:
of our Californian and southwestern
"It is hardly fair to compare Mr.
able to advise with authority and of
soil, climate and capability of producone year with Roosevelt's sevTaft's
to
sufficient
have
its
requests
"enprestige
vheii
those
ot.
over
native
tion
en
and
yet I am not sure that even
with
to
listened
attention.
vironment. It will be the purpose of
As the national department of agri- with that the comparison might not
Panama-Californi- a
at
the
exposition
be to Taft's advantage. Taffs methSan Diego during 1915, to present culture has been of Incalculable benedeods are not those of Roosevelt, and
fit
to
state
to
farmer
the
and
the
most
in
these advantages
graphic
then Taft will probably not conclude
farm, so that these immigrants with partments of agriculture, so would a his term
with a panic.
the
of
national
health
new
help
life
under
of
department
all the details
their
"On the whole ifi sems to me that
state and municipal governments to
the changed conditions.
came
Thus will the San Diego exposition carry into every household and factory a quiet, earnest gentleman who
in
fulfill in one of its details its purpose in the land, the new gospel of fresh into office when the country was
one
of
the
after
and
of
of
decent
legisslough
air,
housing,
adversity,
factory
of utilizing the Panama canal for the
benefit of the coast and . the region lation and of wages sufficient to en- year in office, has placed the country
comprising the territories of Arizona able the wage earner to maintain on the high road to prosperity, is
and New Mexico and the states of what we like as an "American stand- quite a valuable a president as a
more showy and spectacular, person
Texas, Colorado, Oklahoma, Kansas, ard" of comfort.
Senator Owen has performed a great who found the country in the height
Utah and Nevada, not yet affected by
the immigration now flowing into the public service In proposing this first of prosperity and left it in the depths
port of the Atlantic seaboard. There adequate solution of our difficulties.
r,

out-grow- n

NtriOE is hereby given that the lands
described below, embracing 231,80 acres,
within the .lemez and Man.ano National
Forests, New Mexico, will be subject to
settlement and entry under the provisions
of t he homestead laws of the I'nited .states
and the act of June 11 19(16 (34 Stat. 233). at the
I'nited .States land otttceat Santa Ke. New
Mexico, on June 30, 1910. Any settler who
was actually and in iroori faith claiming any
of said lands for agricultural purposes prior
to January 1, 1906. and has not abandoned
same, has a preference right to make a
homestead entry for the lands actually occupied. Said lands were listed upon the
applications of a the persons mentioned
below, who have
preference right subject
to the prior right of any such settler,
or applicant
settler
provided such
is qualified to make homestead entry
and the preference right Is exercised
June 30, 1910, on which date the
prior to
lands will be subject to settlement and
The lands
entry by any qualified person
are as follows: The
of SKA4 of NW'H
of SK14,theSK'4of SWWof KWH of KK.
the NEV-- of SW't of SEVt
the K'.i
of .VWV4 of SV'4 of SRV4, the NVi of SKY,
of SW4 of SKM.theNEViof SW" of SWH
of SWVl of SEV4, Sec. 2. T, 18 N. K- 3 E.
N. M. M 30 acres application of Hipo- uucero or .lemez .Springs. JNew
lito
List
Mexico:
A tractor 69 30
acres within Sec, 9. T. 19 N., K, 3
E- descriled by metes and bounds as
follows: Beginning at corner No, 1, a limestone marked , whence the northwest
corner of .Sec. 16. T. 19 N.. R. 3 K hears W
$5.14 chains:extending thence N, 25 E 46,16
chains; thence N. 78V4 a. 23.88 chains:
1 hence S. 8 E.11.36 chains: thence S. 78'4'
W. 25.79 chains; thence S. 30 E. 30 chains:
.thence S. 88 30: W 20.10 chains to the place
i Deginning, variation
K. Said tract
was iistea upon tne application of
ov llovlfnf
h'reelovej nf .Ipiiipz SnHntra
The K'i of NEW of. NWH,' the
JJst

R.

J,.

L.

A.' HDGBES,5

J. B.

President,

PALEH,

BEAD, Casbier,v

,

Assistant

FRABK McKAKE,

Cashier.

The First National Bank
OF SANTA FE., '
' ' "
The Oldest Banking Institution in
New Mexico. Established In 1870
,

.

, t
'V'.-1"'-

Capital Stock
Surplus and Undivided Profit

.

.

"'

f $150,000

80.000

,

i

Transacts a general banking business in all its branches.
Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers.
Buys and sells
domestic and foreign exchange and; makes telegraphic transfer.
of money to all parts'of the civilized World ori'M liberal jterms
as are riven.hv inii.Vmn.Wtrancmltinir drfns-- u rinhli
f three
private."
per ceatper annum
advances' made on constgnmen
The bank executes all' orders of its patrons in the banking line,
and aims to extend to them as liberal treatment in all respects,
as is consistent with safety and the principles of sound banking. ; Safety deposit boxes for rent. The patronage of the

-

H-l-

ljrieresti0'4esiat tJe

n.-r-

SWMof MEVi of NVi.theNMiof SEi of
KWVt the SWV4
of SEM
of NWVi.
.Sec 18 T, 12 N., R.16,
E., .60 acres, ap- Mention
Ramon
of
of
Placitas,
("have.,
& ew Mexico List
The NEVi of SVv'Vi
or SW,4 of NVV, the KM, of NWV.
of SWM of NWV4, the NEW of SWVt of

NW!i. the NWV4 of SE'4 of NW'4. the
NW f NKH of HVM of NW4, the NV4
of NV
of SV4 of SKY
the NW'4
of Lot 2 (or the SVy4 of NW'4 of N KV I. the
SW'4of SE'4 of Lot 2, the N!s of SEW of
Lot 2. the K of N E'4 of Lot 2, the SE'4 of
Lot 3 for the SEM of N E'4 of SW't, the
V!s of NE'4 of Lot 3, Sec. 1, T, 20 N .,
R. 1 E., 72.50 acres application of .1. L.
of Monte Vista, Colorado; List
S. V. PROUDKIT. Assistant Commissioner
of the General Land Office, Approved April
11. 1910, FRANk FIERCE, First Assistant
Secretary of the Interior.
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If you are in need of anything, try
a New Mexican Want Ad.

.w.

'!

&' It

WILLIAM VAUGHN pROP,

One of

HPEAIAL LADIDBY

the Best Hotels in the West

Cuisine and

Large Sample
Room for Commercial Travelers

Table Service

..Unexcelled

For Best Laundry Work

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

Basket leaves Monday Tuesday
Returns Thursday and Friday.
AGENCY at O. K. Barber Shop
Mrs. P O. BROWN Agrent

'wotel

PALACE

WASHINGTON AVENUE

,

AMERICAN AND
EUROPEAN PLAN

Phone No. 23 Red

KERR'S
PLAZA BARBER SHOP
For i3 years

.he only

first class tonsorial parlor
in aanta Fe.

"

OUR NEW P1TCPI

TREATMENT

.

"fB

rrop netor

Commodious

Sample Room

Distance Telephone Station.
guaranteed to cure, (not only Long
relieve, Dandruff, falling hair &
other scalp irritations. We also
Steam Heated: Electric
carry a complete iine of all the
FIRST CLASS CAFE
popular hair and facial tonics.
Lighted, Every Room
IN CONNECTION
a Good Oil e.
HERPICIDE, DE LUXE QUININE & HTCH
BATHS BATHS BATHS
s

FftKSS THE BUTTON

THE REST,

"WE DO

Agents HUBBS LAUNDRY
Phone us, wewillbegladtocallfor your
laundry on Mondays and Tuesdays
and deliver on Thursdays and Fridays
All work is guaranteed: your
socks are mended and buttons
sewed on you shirts, without
extra charge.
PHONE RED 122.

PHONE RED 122.

W6 ATS

FULL C0URSE MEALS FROM NOON ON.
If yon drP iD at 5 'clocx
yfl can get a hot
supper ready to eat and you will not have to

I

"

Nnw

semng

Our In creasing patronage Is the
best proof that we merit yours.

VBttll.

HERRERA
THE HOTEL CORONADO G.LUPRProprietor

KME
& Co.

N. S.

GROCERS

RATES

iqualitf

A DAY AND UP

ALL MODERN CONVENIENCES

Gregg's Peerless Hotel
UEROPEAN PLAN

'Where prices are lowest
for sale

$1.00

;
,

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

The only first class Hotel In Santa Fe, with hot and cold water In
every room, and with bath on every floor the finest & best CAFE in
the City In connection with Hotel. First class service guaranteed.; ,"'
.Nice sample room on first floor, Special attention given to
traveling""
' I'r
mem- Give us a trial if you want first class service, '
-

,

one-thir-

d

One Resolution to Make

Corner of Water 'gt.
and Don Gas par Ave.

WM- -

GREGG P"p.

What other 1910 Resolu
tion youmay make
Resolve

trade at

now

that

KATJNK

&

you will
CO.

the

coming year. It Is a resolution In your own Interest, for
it means the best possible
table supplies at lowest pos- Bible

HERE IS

PRICE

Excellent Assortments of

to
Call
and

Inspect

H. S. KAUNE

Burned Leather Goods
Burned Wooden Placques
All Kinds of Drawn Work
leather Pillows Tops

Many
other

v- -,

'

articles
that
attract
-

THE ORIGINAL OLD CURIO

J. S, CANDELARIO
301'303 San

PHONE 26

OPPORTUNITY

BEST LINE OF GOLD AND SILVER FILIGREE
WORK EVER DISPLAYED IN SANTA FE
Don't
Fail

& COMPAHY

EXCEPTIONAL

E VERYTHING AT ONE HALF

prices.

Think it over-is- n't
KAUNE
4 Oo, the logical store for you
to patronize through 1910.

A VERY

,

Francisco bt.

Proprietor

Santa Fe, N, M.

If
FRIDAY, APRIL

1910.

22,

THE SANTA FE

PUT IT IN THE BANK !
MANY HAVE LOST;2&
IT BY HIDING. IT.
fl

0.

)?

a

?TEW

personal mention)

HOUSE CLEANING TIME IS HERE!

M. E. Gage of Aztec, is here
on
business.
Thomas Doyle, a Chicago salesman,
is at the Palace.
Edgar J. Appel, a tourist from
Iowa, is (here.
Marion Lopez of Las Vegas, is at
the Coronado hotel.
A. L. Porter, a Kansas City salesman, is at the Palace.
Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Wollich of St.
Paul, are tourists in the city.
P. H. Kunserlton, a
traveling man
from Denver, is at the Claire.
Mrs. Jennie Blealock, of Texas, H

n.

Va-rin-

a,

"Put a Liiilo

fee's

SOME

a

YourHome

ID

a sightseer registered at the Claire.
F. C. Stevenson is over frnm Pnwlea

nil H,0

Panne

llttlAUi.

C

visit.
M.

J. Doyle and E. C. Hooper. Den- -

lasting paints. You SIMPLY CAN'T make" a mistake
if you use ''SEWALLS H&USE PAINT ' and "SUN

Jver traveling men, ..are,, at 'Gregg's
hotel.

Season.

THE season for painting and decorating is at hand
and what you want is GOOD, RELIABLE, pure and

:

1

PAGE FIVE.

MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. M.

.

'W, A. Cameron, the traveling passenger Agent of the Santa Fe is at, the
,

Palace.
! R-- .

,"

,

R. ."Archer,

,i

,

SHINE" inside finishes,

..

representing,
Morning Journal, is at the

theAl-bjiquerqu- e.

When you paint you want QUALITY and goods that
WEAR. Our paints are made frcm the BEST white

When you HIDE YOUR MOXEY ar e you not always SCARED? You will Claire hotel.
Mounted Policeman Page B. Otero
act so that people will know you have money and follow5 you, and find
is reported quite ill at Albuquerque
out where it is and steal it. Then you won't have any money, i.
Besides, money draws interest in o ur bank and . makes you MORE with pneumonia.
G. H. Van Stone formerly of this
MONEY.
Make OUR Bank YOUR Bank.
city and now mayor of Estancia,
is
We pay liberal interest consistent with safety.
at the Palace hotel.
J. H. Sloan is home from a stay
UNITED
BANK &
CO. at Dr.Excelsior
Springs, Missouri, much
improved in health.
J. T. Jones and W. "W. Tu!l of Chicago, and Elmer Hart of Girard, 111.,
&
are all sightseers at Gregg's hotel.
:

.

,

;

STATES

0:

Gv-WATS-

TRUST

(Established 1882)

REAL ESTATE - INSURANCE

SURETY BONDS.
Modern Houses for RENT and SALE;
Fruit Ranches and large undeveloped tracts.
We have everything in the above lines.

THE

St.

rtt'

Phone. Red Ho. 189

Wagner Undertaking Establishment
ALSO

FINE LINE OF

Dealers in Furniture,

Carpets and Rugs

FOR THE HOUSE

All kinds of furnishings from ohinawara to stoves, and
ranges, Also a tine assortment of desks, chairs, table
and hat racks. Wagner folding
for the babies.
Ttieyare GREAT!! .
go-car-ts

Look over our sto. k and see if there isn't
something to interest you.

Ornamental Doors. !l

are made to perfection from our

Lumber) because the wcod is
perfect in every particular and
free from every imperfection of
knots, cracks and warpings.
Every foot of it is thoroughly
seasoned, dried and shrunk, so
it can be absolutely VeJied u pon
by carpenters and builders, and
all sensible, wide-awa- ke
architects hereabouts, particularly
mention our Lumber in their
specifications.
?

WE POINT PROUDLY
to the fact that we.indl&-nlya"'Hnof drugs and remedieffnown 13 be
pure and efficacious; and that our
experience enables us to give the best
satisfaction to our patrons. Everything that ought to be in a first class
drug store you will find here, at
prices that are satisfactory, and, in
the very best qualities.

:

Charles W. Dudrow

STR1PLIHG-BDRR0W-

&

Company.
Where your dollar buys the most.
S

Mr. and Mrs. H. D. Weeks, of Chicago, are at the Palace. Mr. Weeks
represents a large milliuery establishment.
Architect I. H. Rapp has been at
the bedside o his brother at Denver
who was successfully operated on for
appendicitis this week.
Mr. and Mrs. Starr, of Albuquerque, and who spent some time here as
sightseers, are again at the Palace
hotel. Mrs. Starr was Mrs. Liehr-n- stein before her marriage.
Mrs. Amelia Iliff of Denver, and
Mrs. Adelia Kemp of Wenona, 111.,
aunts of Mrs. Bruct Williams, are
spending a fortnight here. They are
on their way home from Pomona,
Cal., where they spent the winter,,.'
C. C. Hull of San Diego, Calif.', son
of J. C. Hull of this city, is in town
for several days in the interest of the
San Diego Panama Exposition.
The
visitor was bom and reared in Santa
Fe and has been "making good" in the
real estate business in his California
home.
Adolphus Busch, the St. Louis brewer and manufacturer passed Lamy
yesterday on his way home from Cali
fornia where he snent ttip winter ajv
j Busch
travels in luxury, having a
magnificent private car. With him
were members of his family.
Captain David F. Day miblisher
and editor of the Daily and Weekly
(Democrat of Durango, Colorado, oaid
his respects at the New Mexican office yesterday on his way to Tucson,
Arizona, and Mexico. In his old days,
the veteran and fearless editor has
become interested in high finance and
railroad promotion.
Former Senator Clark of Montana,
mining king and politician, passed
Lamy this forenoon. He stated that he
was en route from his mining properties in Arizona to his Montana home.
The senator was greatly interested in
the movement to reclaim arid lands
of the west, as for some time he was
president of the National Irrigation
Congress.
An approaching marriage of much
interest is that of Miss Beulah M.
Duncan the beautiful and accomplish-- j
ed daughter of Hon. James S. Duncan
of Las Vegas, to George C. Price, of
Pueblo, Colo. Formal announcement
of the approaching nuptials was made
yesterday. The wedding will take
place in Denver on Tuesday, April
26th. The grootu-to-b- e
is an official
of the Denver & Rio Grande railroad,
connected with. 'the engineering

MARKETkEPORT
MONEY AND METALS.
New York, April 22-money
21-4- 3
per cent. Prime mercantile
paper 4
per cent; Mexican dollars 44; Amalgamated 741-2- ;
Atchison 112
New York Central 121
Call

I
j

;keras.

Unsurpassed Chocolates

3--

3--

Made in New Mexico.

Reading

125

FRESH STOCK JUST RECEIVED
FISCHER

PAY
and

DRUG COMPANY

ASK

FOR-A-

.

SAMPLE

163

Southern

5--

Pacific

Union Pacific IS
Steel
83
pfd. 120
New York, April 22. Lead dull 433
440; copper dull, standard spot and
May 12.4512.75; silver 53
GRAIN. PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
Chicago, 111., April 22. Wheat May
5--

3--

FOR SALE
ONLY AT

We have all the sundries etc. that go with the line,
brushes, dry colors oils, alabastine, muresco, stencils,

COMPANY

ON

119 San Francisco

lead and PURE linseed oil, a combination that fasts
for years! WE GUARANTEE THEM.

"

1--

5--

3--

turpentine and wall paper.

SANTA PE HARDWARE & SUPPLY CO.
Agents for YALE MOTORCYCLES.
July 102

10$

Corn
Oats
Pork

May

5SS-8- ;

July

61

May 41; July 39
Mav 22.121-2- ;
July

T-S-

.

22.25W27-1-2-

.

Lard
Ribs

May 12.r,0; July 12.40.
May 12.42
July 12.25.
WOOL MARKET.
St. Louis, Mo., April 22 Wool,
steady; territory and western medi
ums, 2224; fine mejiums, lSf20;
tine, 11 14.
LIVESTOCK.
Market
Hogs
Receipts 3,000.
ten higher. Bulk of sales $9.009.25:
heavy $9.25(9.30; packers and butchers $9.05(ft9.25; light $8.85 ?j 9.15; pigs

KirschSum QotKca,

1 m

-

MADE

WELL AND
STRONG
By Lydia E. Pinkham's

Vegetable Compound
Jefferson, Iowa.

" WTien my baby
just two months
old I was comwas

run down
pletely
and
internal or-

my
gans were in terrible shape. I began
E.
taking Lydia
Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound, and
mother wrote and
told you j'ust how I
was. I began to gain
once and now I
jat
Jam real well."
Mrs. 7. II. DrnoEK, 700 Cherry St.,
Jefferson, Iowa.

Another Woman Cured.

Clenwood, Iowa.
"About three
years ago I had falling and other fe-

male troubles, and 1 was nothing but
skin and bones. I was so sick I could
not do my own work. Within six
months I was made sound and well by
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound. I will always tell my friends
that your remedies cured me. and yon
can publish my letter." Mrs. C. W.
Dunn, Glenwood, Iowa.
If you belong to that countless army
of women who suffer from some form
of female ills, just try Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.
For thirty years this famous remedy
has been the standard for all forms of
female ills, and has cured thousands of
women who have been troubled with
such ailments as displacements, fibroid
tumors, ulceration, inflammation, irregularities, backache, etc.

kirschdAum T'Clothej
TAILORED-FORM

READY-TO-WE-

OURJMoTTO;

We

BE-5-

CLOTHED To BE HAD AT
50 TO $20.00.

CLARENDON
GARDEN

"LIVE AND LET LIVE."

CUT FLOWERS, WEDDING
BOUQUETS, and FUNERAL

DESIGNS, choice

CLARENDON POULTRY Yards

If you want special advice write
forittoMrs.Pinkham,Lynn,MasS.
It is free and always helpful.

APPLES

NOW.

ESH LAin EGGS

everyday
roasting chickens-

Pure bred barred Plymouth Rooks and White Wynndottes. Chickens
are yarded In the orchard under the trees and fed on clean wholesome food
only. No chance of Tuberculosis germs nor Ptomaine poisoning.
EGGS FOR HATCHING. A few choice cockerels for sale

ornriy

Light Company

wool-han- d

W. N. T0WNSEND & CO.

daet places SSS1-SVsSand

AR

are all
THE

FITTING.

ANY PRICE. Z$12r
YoU CAN PAY MORE IF YOU WANT TO
THAT' J YOUR

n and Miter Mareh 1st.
Santa Fe Water

3.1

$8.9.50.

24 Hour Electric
P those

SEE OUR WINDOWS.

i

PAY
mmiHT

I

t
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Si, Louis Rocky Ml &
Pacific

PASSENGER SCHEDULE
In i'llt'ct Vaich 1st
'21

19
7
f 8
f 8
f 8
f 9
9

2
2

30
20
3S
60
10
35

0

31

3 55

0

4 12

4 12
4 30
4 50

42

48
55

50
6 08
6 35

f"

18

7

35

Lv

82
82

Ar
Lv
Ar

use it yourself, or talk to someone who has used it. It does everything that
a coal range will do except heat the room. The New Perfection Oil Cook- Stove will do anytmng, irom ncaung a
kettle of water to cooking a course
dinner, but it won't heat a room. It
doesn't ' smell," it doesn't smoke. It
can't get out of order. Light it and it
is ready. Turn it down and it is out.
Only a woman who knows the trouble
of carrying coal and cooking in a hot
kitchen can appreciate what it means to
have a clean, perfect stove that will
cook anything, boil, bake or roast, and
is it
yet won't heat the kitchen. How turqdone? The flame is controlled in
uoise-blue
enamel chimneys, and
directed against the bottom of pot, pan,
kettle or oven, and only there. The
flame operates exactly where it is needed
and nowhere else. With this stove
your kitchen is cool.
The nickel finish with the bright blue
of the chimneys makes the stove ornamental and attractive. Made with 1, 2
and 3 burners; the 2 and
X
S
Cautionary Note: Be sure II
9 vou iret this stove see H
stoves can be had with or without
that the name - Dlate V.
Cabinet.
reads "New Perfection.',
Every dealereverywhere; If not at yonrs, write lor

10 0U
9 40

37
20
00

1040
tlO
f 9

Cimarron
Nash
Harlan
Cte l'ark, N. M...Lv

8fi

88
94

11
11
11
10

Lv
Ar

00

1137

Ar

Koehlef
Colfax
Cerrososo
Cimarron.

7

12

9
8

fi

f8
8

Bl
10
42
25
55
47
37
20

9

Connects wit li K. P. A S. V. Ry, train Xo.121 arriving in Dawson, N, M. ai 6:15 p.
Connects with N.F.AS, W. Hy, train No. 123 leaving Dawson N, M. at 9:55 a.m.
nSti(je for Van Houten X, M, meets trains at Preston X. M.
U. & S. Passenger trains arrive and depart from DeMoines as follow:
SOUTHBOUND
NORTHBOUND:
No. 1, 4.48 a. in.
No, 8. 10.44 a. m.
No. 7.6 49 p. in.
No, 11 11 p, 111.
Track connection with A. T. &. S. K. By. at Raton and Preston with C. A S. Ry. at
fe
Des Moines H P, S. W. By. at Colfax, N M, and Cimarron
Northwestern at
Cimarron, N. M. which is depot or following station Ocate, Miami, Ka.vado
and Bed Ijikes, N. M.
Ute Park, N. M. is depot forthe following stations In N. M. Arroyo Seco, Aurora,
Baldy Black Lakes, Oerro, Klizabethtow n. Lobo, Unesta, Ranchos de Taos, Bed
River City. Talpa, Taos and Twining.
Duily. fKlag, tDaily except Sunday

Baker Brothers, left this morning to
of his
make a tour of inspection
ranches. Mr. Watkins recently returned from a visit to his old home in
Gainesville, Texas.
Colonel E. E. Burdick, a veteran
cowman of the Mimbres valley is developing a farm four miles east of

The accompanying illustration gives you only a rough idea of
its appearance. You really can't appreciate it until you either

2 55

Lv

KoehltrJunction

2
68

15
11

j

Oil Cook-stov-e

f 4 15
f 4 05
f 3 45
f 3 25

Vitril
Thompson
( 'unninKhnm
House X. M Lv
F.v
Ar
Katon, X. M
Ar. Clifton. House,
M..Lv
Lv.. Clifton House N' M.Ari
S Preston. ...
,.

22

TW

Moines, N. M...Ar

t'apuliu

A

510
500

I"7
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RANGES IN LUNA
Territory of New Mexico, County of
Santa Fe, ss:
COUNTY IN FINE SHAPE.
In Probate Court.
In the matter of the estate of Nar-cls- o
Deming Graphic Will Publish ProsperCowman
Veteran
Edition
Mondragon, deceased.
ity
Notice is hereby given by the underInstalls Pump.
signed, administrator of the estate of
Doming. X. M., April 22 Ira Baker Narciso Mondragon, deceased, to the
who owns wtonsive cattle ranches in creditors of, and all persons having
Grant and Luna counties, is in Dem- claims against the said deceased to
ing today. He reports the ranges exhibit them, with the necessary
southwest of here in better condition vouchers, within the time prescribed
than he has seen them in years. Al by law, to said administrator.
Watkins, whose fange adjoins that of
REMIGIO MONDRAGON,

STOVE

UP-TO-DA- TE

Hew ffierciioit

(.Head Vp)
20

.

30
50

00
08

Lv

1H

20

1910

STATION

Miles

1

FRIDAY, APRIL 22, 1910.

Do you realize there is no longer any reason why
you should use a coal range? Oil is cheaper than coal; it
is lighter and easier to handle, and gives an intense
heat. Provided you have the right stove, oil is more
economical, cleaner and less trouble. Have you seen the

Company.

Railway

M.

i

Deming.

Administrator.
FRATERNAL

MASONIC.

His well is now pumping a

thousand gallons of water per minute,
sufficient to irrigate the entire one
hundred and sixty acres which is
grubbed out and ready to receive the
water. Aside from a thrifty three- acre patch of onions, Mr. Burdick will
put this farm in feed stuffs.
It is definitely announced that the
Prosperity Edition of the Deming
Graphic will be out April 29.

SOCIETIES.

Montezuma Lodge No
1, A. F. & A. M. Reg

communications
ular
first Mondiy of eacr
month a Masonic hall

at

7.30 y. m.

H. H. DORMAN,
Acting Master.
ALAN R. McCORD, Secretary.

This is
Santa Fe Chapter No. 1,
the most elaborate thing of its kind
R. A. M.
Regular conthat has ever been gotten out in this
vocation second Monday of
each month at Masonic
community, and it will be widely circulated.
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
S. G. CARTWRIGHT, H. P.
Work is being pushed rapidly on
the Luna county court house. The ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.
foundations are being laid, and the
M. WILLIAMS,
VAN HOUTEN,
J. DEDMAN,
Santa Fe Commandery No.
force of workmen is being increased.
G. P. Agent,
V. P. & G. M.,
Superintendent,
1, K. T. Regular conclave
This building when completed, will
Descriptive Circular to the nearest agency ot the
Raton, N. M.
Raton, N. M.
fourth Monday in each
Raton, N. t
be one of the handsomest of its kind
month at Masonic Hall at
in this part of New Mexico.
Oil
7:30 p. m.
Mat Fowler of the firm of Vellacott
(Incorporated)
J. A. MASSIE. E. C.
& Fowler, Silver City, is in town to
W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
Mr. Fowler formerly engaged
day.
in the practice of law at Deming.
R
Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1
A number of farmers will begin
ASK
tv of oil is in the ground it is not
14th degree. Ancient and Accepted
Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meets
possible to state whether all of it can cutting their alfalfa next week
ever be obtained.
on the third Monday of each month
Palace.
Pipe lines connect the district with WHY FOREIGN NATIONS RESPECT at 7:30 o'clock in the evening in
US.
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
A. L. Porter, Kansas City; E. E. the seaboard at Monterey, 110 miles
From Santa Fe to El Paso, Bisbee,
Scottish Rite Masons are cor
200
Visiting
San
Francisco
J.
with
Vanna,
Appel,
iMeier, City; Edgar
away,
bay,
Douglas, and all Points in New
Nothing has set America so high dially invited to attend.
la.; B. D. Arthur, Cincinnati; Mr. and miles away, and with other points.
JOHN W. MAYES, 32.
Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and ot the
in the estimation of foreign nations,
Mrs. H. D. Weeks, Chicago; W. A.
Features of the Report.
Venerable Master.
"Success
Cameron. H. J. Gault, El Paso; G. H.
Ella
Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
Parker
in
Butler,
says
The report describes the topog- HENRY
F.
32.
E.
M.
STEPHENS,
Gage,
Van
Stone, Estancia;
CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence
and Magazine," as the adoption of baseball
'raphy. sfeolosy,
paleontology,
Secretary.
as the national sport. If a foreign spy
Aztec; Thomas Doyle, Chicago; James
oil in the Coalinga district, which
Biggenstaff, Kansas City; Mr. and
into America, seeking to fathEl Paso &
have been in part described in an wanders
B. P. O. E.
Mr.
Mrs. F. R. Starr, Albuquerque;
om our real inwardness, and sees a
the
earlier
survey
Santa Fe Lodge No. 460, B. P. O. E.,
report published by
and Mrs. A. L. Wollich, St. Paul; L.
baseba11' W fefnS of
holds its regular session on the sec
but not now obtainable. The present fme
M. Carson, Rochester.
for our newness gives way in
tempt
dismore
ond and fourth Wednesday of eacn
complete
report includes a
Claire.
stantly to awestruck admiration. At month. Visiting brothers are invited
R. R. Archer, Albuquerque Morning cussion of the district and many new his first
glance baseball is to him a
A. J. FISCHER,
Journal; L. F. Wood, St. Louis; T. maps, sections, and other illustrations, mystery, and it remains a mystery to and welcome.
on
C.
J. D. SENA,
DenAllen
besides
a
Exalted Ruler.
H.
P.
paper by Irving
Kunserlton,
Lujan, Taos;
him. He ses thirty thousand men
.
Mrs. Jennie Blealock, Texas; the chemical and physical properties
Secretary.
ver;
women suffering the tortures ot
For Rates and full information address
of the oils. Many interesting points and
George Gagnall, Chicago.
e lower regions on hot grandstands.
in connection with the, history of the
Knights of Pythias.
Gregg.
A. FOX,
aces a. uio.il ihuh. up a Biiiaii Willie
nt:
Santa Fe Lodge No. 2, Knights ot
M. J. Doyle. E. S. Hooper, Denver;
are
region in past geologic ages
J. T. Jones, W. W. Tull, Chicago; brought out, and by means of careful ball as hard as a pine knot. Facing Pythias. Regular meeting 1st and 3d
A.
Elmer Hart, Girard, 111.; D. J. Speane, descriptions of the formations a him is another man who holds a Tuesdays in month at 8 o'clock in I.
El Paso Texas.
City; W. A. Williams, Kennedy; U. foundation is laid both for an accurate smooth but deadly club in his hands. O. O. F. hall, San Francisco St, VisitBehind this second man l" a tnird ing Knight's invited to attend.
B. Cool, Pueblo.
study of the occurence of oil within
AUGUST REINGARDT, C. C.
Coronado.
this region and for the tracing of for- man wuuse law is niuutru ueinna a.
Mario Lopez, Las Vegas;
Suddenly the man with the JOHN K. STAUFFER. K. R. S.
Majos mations and oil horizons in other parts
ball raises one foot in the air and
Posson John Bujons, Bisbee, Ariz
of California.
shows the man with the bat the sole
of
An Object Lesson on the Value
of his shoe. The man at the bat sees
iTHE COALINGA OIL
Fossils.
in the sole of
DISTRICT, CALIFORNIA.
that there are
The report covers 354 pages and in the shoe and itspikes
him, and he
angers
cludes 52 pages and 9 text figures. The
Report by the United States' Geologi- characteristic fossils of the rocks of raises his bat to throw it at the man
cal Survey.
with the ball. But,
ah! the man
the region are fully illustrated. These with the ball is too ah, for him. He
quick
afford a means of identifying particuwhite ball at the man
throws
A report on the geology and oil restrata from place to place and of with thethebathard,
lar
with all his strength. The
in
sources of the Coalinga oil district,
D. C.
of
determining the depth and position
,man with the bat waves defiance by
the western part of Fresno and Kings the
sands.
swinging the bat in the air. The ball
counties, California, by Ralph Arnold
World's Sunday School
Broad Questions Discussed.
The batsman never flinch
'proceeds.
and Robert Anderson, has just been
The discussion of the oil zones, of
published by the United iStates geolog- the factors affecting the accumulation ,es! Will the ball kill the man, or will
Convention,
crush the ball? But see!
.the
ONE WAY SECOND
ical survey as Bulletin 398.
and tha gravity of the oil, of the rela- - The impact
ball finds man unflinching; the
May 19th-26t- h
O
nr q ot o ti A if
mnci ff jil n n
Extent of the District,
7 ba" is
ball
the
Vi
dodges
COLONIST FARE
The district described, which is origin of the oil are of broad general
is lost.
15 miles wide and 50 miles long, Interest. The maps and diagrams and around the man; the ball
about
OF
chair-cusin
leather
buried
the
ROUND TRIP
huge
stretches along the northeast basei of the detailed accounts of the geology
ion that covers the hand of the bird
band
a
includes
the Diablo range and
of the wells and the character of their
From SANTA FE, N. M.
man behind the batman! "Strike
of 'productive oil land 3 miles wide and various products are of decidedly prac- cage
DATES OP 8 ALE
one!" says the umpire. Thirty thou13 miles long at its north end and a tical Immediate value.
MAY
Ol
14, 15,16,17,
cheers!
sand
Why?
narrow strip of oil land along its
Bulletin 398 may be obtained withlimit June 15th.
Return
out cost by applying to the Director
southwestern boardary.
MURDERER
ACCUSED
SANTA PE NEARLY ALL
The Wells and Their Product.
of the Survey at Washington.
BY A CAT
1! Thp reeion includes about 550 pro
THE WAY.
SANTA FE,
A
CAT
HOW
FOOLED
in
MEXICO
which
depth
range
ducing wells,
"There was a murder of a woman
HIS MISTRESS.
from 600 to 4,000 feet and penetrate
at Lyons," says F. R. Montague, in
TO
200
The
sand.
20
feet
of
to
from
oil
the enlarged April issue of the iStrand
"My grandmother," writes Miss
product ranges from a black oil of 15
Magazine. "When the police came and
owner
of
several
the
Loudoun,
35
prize
a
oil
of
green
per cent Baume to
the body, which lay in a
inspected
in
of
the
issue
cats,
enlarged April
per cent Baume. The yield of single tine
pool of blood, one of them drew atfine
"owned
a
Strand
Magazine,
3
from
wells differs greatly, ranging
cat whose leg got damaged by the tention to, a large wlhite cat on the
to 3,000 barrels a day.
wheel of a perambulator. Of course, top of a cupboard. The eyes of the
Production and Resources.
cat were fastened on Its murdered
a
great fuss was made over the in- mistress with an
Summer Excursion Rates
The district is the leading producer
SELLING DATES
expression of terror.
and nothing was too good
in California and one of the most pro- jured limb,
No
was
made
to
disturb
attempt
it,
infor Richard. Milk, with a
and the cat was still there motionless
ductive in the world. Its production in fusion of rich cream, was astrong
favorite
1907 was 8,871,723 barrels, in 1908 it
LOS ANGELES
the next morning. During the day the
form of sympathy.
Everyone noticed detectives
was 10,386,168 barrels, and in 1909 it
in
two
brought
suspected
SAN
was
a
the
time
that
healing,
leg
long
DIEGO,
was probably 15,200,000 barreis or but at last the surgeon declared it persons.
They had scarcely entered
tfhe
room
when
the
more.
cat sprang up,
perfectly !healed. Off his guard, RichDAYLIGHT TRAIN TO EL PASO
The total quantity of oil thus far ard used to scamper and play, but the with bristling fur and glaring eyes,
SAN FRANCISCO
taken from the ground in the district moment he saw my grandmother com- and, descending to the floor, began actto the end of 1909 was about 63,000,- - ing with a saucer of milk up would ing in the most astonishing manner.
turned
000 barrels of 42 gallons each, leaving come his paw from the ground and he Both the suspected persons
NEff MEXICO CENTRAL and EL PASO and SOUTHWESTERN available a vast store of oil which has would hobble about on three legs as pale, and one of them in a kind of
One way via
been roughly estimated as 2,737,000,-00- if in great pain. He never tried the panic tried to strike at it. The cat
A sbort time afterthen
disappeared.
Even
on
if
barrels.
members
this
ruse
of
other
the family."
PORTLAND or
great quantiRETURNING
Leaving Santa Fe 8,45 a. m.
wards one of the murderers made a
Arriving Kl Paso 10,40 p. P.,
Leaving Kl Paso 8.00 a. m.
wttiich
SEATTLE,
9.45
Fe
in
Santa
the cat figured
confession,
p. m.
Arriving
as the only witness of the crime which
Close connections at El Paso for Los Angeles, Calif., and
he and his companion had perpetrated.
points in Southern New Mexico and Arizota on Southern
The story was authenticated by the
Dates of Sale, April 4 to
Pacific and El Paso & Southwestern.
late Frederic Myers."
2-

Continental

FOR TICKETS

The Best Route

Company

HOTEL ARRIVALS

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT

Southwestern

0m

System

East or West

i

EUGENE
G.F.&P.

bird-cag-

e.

THE

DENVER & RIO GRAND ER

WASHINGTON,

ffers

g

V

j

CLASS

panic-stricken;

$68.10

j

h

FROM
NEW

i

Stations in British Columbia.
California. Idaho, Montana.
Nevada, Oregon & Washington

Match 1st. to April J 5th

$35.20

VIA

$45.20

0

$60.90

CURES

QUICK TIME TO ALL POINTS EAST
i Will leave Santa Fe 8 45 a.m.
t

OLD SORES
It

remains
Every old sore comes from some kind of impurity in the blood.
an open, discharging place on the flesh because the circulation constantly de
posits into the fibres and tissues which surround the spot, the infectious matter
E. P. & S. W. and Rock Island trains carry Standard
with which the blood is contaminated. It is impossible for the sore to heal whilo
the blood is in this impure state. S. S. S. heals old sores because it is the.
Pallman and Tourist Sleepers, Chair Cars
cause
greatest of all blood purifiers; it goes into the circulation and removes theinflamfrom the blood. When the blood has been purified there is no longer any
J.P.LYNG,
or infectious matter to irritate the place, and nature causes a
j
City Freight & Passenger Agent. matory impurity
certain and natural healing of the ulcer. It .is all well enough to endeavor to
cleanse an old sore, or stop the itching, or absorb the discharge, with external
applications, but a cure can never be reached in this way, because such applicaThe New Mexrca.i Printing Com- tions
do not reach the blood where the cause is located. S. S. S. does not simply
pany has on hand a large supply of cause a scab to form over an old sore, but beginning at the bottom it heals the
pads and tablets suitable for school place permanently by building new tissue, and filling the place with firm healthy
work, the desk, and also for lawyers flesh. S. S. S. i3 a purely botanical remedy, being made entirely of roots herbs
&
tnd merchants; good everywhere. We! and barks, each of which has a direct and lasting effect in removing impurities
from the circulation. Old people who have suffered for years with f
will sell them at 6 cents in book form. and poisons
chronic sore will find S. S. S. a most helpful tonic and system builder in counter
Telephone No 140 Red
If you want anything on earth try acting the debilitating effects of the old ulcer. Special book on Sores and Ulceih
MRS. OTTO RETSCH.
.THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA,
free to all who write.
a New Mexican Want Ad.
1

rain llO. 4

Arrive at Kansas Olty 5,50 p. m. next
Arrive at Chicago 8.20 a.m. 2nd day day
and-Coache-

FRESH EGGS
CREAM

MILK

s

,

A

8, July 2 to 8, Sept. 1 to
7, Sept. 24 to 30, 1910.
PORTLAND,
SEATTLE,
TACOMA,
VANCOUVER and

TIN OF CHOCOLATE WHICH
SPENT 8 YEARS IN ANTARCTIC.

Everyone is by now more or less
familiar with the details of Lieutenant Shackleton's famous expedition in
search of the South Pole, and with the
fact that he discovered a quantity of
stores wttiich had been left in the Antarctic ice .some eight years before by
that other daring explorer, Commander Scott. But what is, perhaps, not
so generally known is. that when these
stares were overhauled it was found
that they Included a quantity of chocolate whiclh, even after a period of eight
years in the Inhospitable South, was
still In perfect condition.
Aprl
Strand.

VICTORIA

B.

C.

,

$55.00
Dates of Sale, May 28t
to June 3rd, July 9th to
16th.
(

Return Limit, three months from
date of sale. Call on address,
11. S, LUTZ, Agent
Santa Fe, N.M.

8nrss.

FRIDAY, APRIL 22, 1910.

Kivrrc roOni
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John Howells, son of W. D. Howells.
Mr. Scherrer obtained his technical
WASHINGTON training at Columbia University and '
practical experience in Mr. Howells'
New Bill By Andrews.
office. While working in the east he
Washington, April 22. Delegate An made a special study of country
ez
drews introduced the following bill:
FO! SALK Fresh mildh cows, 1
particularly in Pennsylvania,
Be it enacted by the Senate and places,
was much impressed with the
bull one milk wagon and har-- j
and
Jersey
House of Representaivps of the Unit- beautiful country places.
ness. K. Andrews.
ed States in Congress assembled:
The Dissette house is Dutch colonSection 1. That there is hereby apFOR SALK One young
ial
style and the only local example of
gentle
propriated out of any money in the this
The house
broke to ride and drive. Adarchitecture.
of
type
jhoise,
treasury not otherwise appropriated, is
dress T. V. Ilanna. Lamy, X. M.
interesting, therefore, as well as arthe sum of one thousand dollars, for
a
future
The
I
tistic.
framing
pergola,
the purpose of defraying the expenses
WANTED Experienced,
English-Spanis- h
an integral
of digging a well for public use near formal garden, was made
Occidentadds
a
and
itself
H.
house
J.
apply
stenographer,
of
the
State
the
near
Chemist
or
part
at
New
of
McCandless,
"Venus,
Mexico,
Georgia, before a recent gathering of Cotton al Life Insurance Company, Albuquer- southeast corner of section 16, town- very unusual feature. The house tops oeea men,
to
que, X. M.
the
gave
empnatic praise
high quality of Cottolene. He said:
ship 10 north, range 7 east of Xew a gentle eminence on the north bank
'
stream
at
crossed
Arlingof a pretty
Mexico principal meridian.
"The
sale of this product and the proclamation that it is made of cotton seed oil
,
FOR SALE Lands irrigated by the
have done more to
Sec. 2. That the secretary of the ton avenue by an artistic little bridge.
Santa Fe Irrigation and Improvement
bring cotton seed oil truthfully and favorably before the public than anything else in recent
treasury is hereby directed to pay An irregular driveway leads up the
history."
Co., maps and prices at Charles E.
over the money herein appropriated, hill and will eventually be made an
Mr.
McCandless
Michael, Real Estate.
to
then
Fe
to the treasurer of Santa
county,
pointed out that a pure, refined, vegetable-oi- l
important part of the shrubbery planproduct such
be expended by or under the super- tation. The house is of a very rough as Cottolene, is the
only assurance a woman has of a clean, digestible, cooking fat.
CIGAR SALESMAN WAXTED Ex- -'
vision of the board of commissioners concrete finish, worked out with care
of said Santa Fe county, for the and pleasing by reason, of its very
perience
unnecessary. Sell our brands
It seems a positive wonder in the light of all that has lately been said and written, and ito the rettail
trade. Big pay. Write
purpose herein described.
roughness. The roof is of red tile and
for tull particulars at once. Globe
The bill was read twice and referred the cement walks under the pergola or wnat is Known ot lard, where it comes from, of what it
be
may
to the committee on public lands.
are stained red to match. The little
Cigar Co., Cleveland, O.
that anyone will continue its use, when
sweet and
pure,
Representative ifcereno Payne, of formal garden lies just south of the made,
healthful Cottolene can be so easily obtained.
Xew York, joint author of the Payne-Aldric- house and is inclosed with
FOR RENT In most delightful part
great pil
tariff bill, opened his heart lars similar to those which finish
of city,
the
house with
at the White House when asked about
on the west side of the
cellar: new bath, electric lights,
grade
porch
act.
the tariff
house. These pillars support a trellis
Your grocer is hereby authorized to
telephone, acre of
rich garden,
is
"The bill," said Mr. Payne " is a
refund your money in case you are
roof just broad enough to cover the
young
small
orchard,
fruits,
is
bill
all
the
and
not
strong
making good
pleased, after having given Cottolene a fair test.
city and acequia water, yards for 200
time. It will soon convince every- walks, the center space being entirely
hens, stable for horse and cow, room
uncovered. In this space the formal
Co"ole.ne 18 Packed in pails witn an
body of its merit and refute all these
top to
for carpenter shop. Address L., New
out.
The
be
laid
will
it
garden
fireplace
fresh
:
and wholesome, and prevent it
keep
clean,
newspaper lies."
from catching dust and absorbing disagreeable odors, such as fish, oil, etc.
Mexican, or O. C. Watson Co.
"How about congressional criticism in the living room is of tapestry brick
and
Moravian
were
tiles.
The
tiles
some
one
asked.
of the law?"
means of ditches and reservoirs and
"It'll refute congressional criticism brought from the old kiln in Pennsyl
Made only by
N. K. FAIRBANK COMPANY
there used for irrigation of 13,000
and newspaper criticism and every vania, which; has been in operation
over a century and were made in the
acres.
other kind," retorted Mr. Payne.
The Territorial Engineer will take
Senator Beveridge, Mr. Payne said, same fashion as those used in the old
this application up for consideration
referring to political conditions in In- Dutch colonial houses. The dining
on the 1 1th of July, 1910, and all perdiana, got himself "into a hole by room fireplace is of Rookwood. The
sons who may oppose the granting of
voting against this good bill, and now house is large and handsomely fur.
..
above application must file their
the
he, must wiggle out the best way he nished. A garage and pumping station
NO MORE JOY RIDES
can."
Brethren, there have been men far BOYCOTT ON AMERICAN WIVES. objections substantiated with affidaform part of the central group of build
IN OLD ALBUQUERQUE more learned and far more wicked
Mr. Payne said that already it had ings and there is a pretty little ten-an'German concern to cultivate the vits (properly backed with application
than any one here tonight and they good Braces of the American
been shown that the maximum clause
home.
people number), with the Territorial EngiCitizens Object to Speeding and Sher- labored
of the tariff act had proved most eflong and arduously to offer does not reach to the length of en- neer on or before that date.
iff's Office Will Get Busy to Stop
fective. "It has openeu the doors of
substantial proofs that hell does not couraging German diplomats to wed
VERNON L. SULLIVAN,
OBLIGATION OF A BUILDER
Risk to Life.
all the countries of the world to
exist and cannot exist. But their ar- American wives. Third
von
Territorial Engineer.
TO HIS NEIGHBOR.
Secretary
American goods," he said.
guments were futile folly. The sum Stunini, of the Kaiser's
Washington
Albuquerque, X. M., April 22. "No total of their learned efforts merely embassay,
"Including Canada," was suggested,
NOTICE.
having wedded an Amerito which Chairman Payne readily as- Many Things to Be Considered by more joy rides go in Old Town," was amounted to this,
'Perhaps there is no can girl, there is much unofficial pro- Territory of Xew Mexico
Home
the
Builder.
sented.
the order issued yesterday morning by hell.'
test in Berlin. Bismarck laid down
County of Santa Fe. ss.
Col. Cody Favors Indian Monument.
Under Sheriff Fred Heyn, as the re"To the 'perhaps' of the infidel, I
In Probate Court.
the law that only a German wife could
e
Washington, D. C, April 22 "The When a man builds a house he in- sult of a visit from a delegation of
the terrible 'yea' of Jesus be accounted a safe wife for a Ger- ' I" the matter of the estate of
...
,
Indian, I have known since I was old curs certain obligations to his family, A1J
wiu TV......
lunu resiueius j.10 me snerin s or--- Christ Himself The Son of God tells man diplomat, and there is a curious James Wallace Raynolds, deceased.
enough to know anything," said Col. his neighbor and to the community in nee.
Xotice is hereby given by the unus, and He tells us in the plainest revival of that sentiment. The fact
William F. Cody, in a recent inter- general. It is not always possible for
The peaceable inhabitants of the su- language, that there is a hell and al- that Baron von
ambas- dersigned, administratrix, of the es- late
Sternburg,
view, "and it is the greatest gratifica- one to fulfill all these obligations, and burban placita refuse to further sub- ways will be one. He
tells us that sador in Washington, had a charming tate of James Wallace Raynolds, de-- j
tion to me to know that the bill pend- frequently to better fulfill one he will mit to endangering life,
and
'the
liberty
just shall fo into everlasting life, American wife, and incidentally was ceased, to the creditors, and all per-jsoing for a national monument to be wholly disregard another.
having claims against the said
happiness by dodging automobiles and the wicked into everlasting fire. the despair of all the other diplomats
erected in Xew York harbor, has been
deceased, to exhibit them, with the
He owes it to his family to make every night driven at the rate of from He says that the damned in hell will because of his faculty for
reported favorably from the commit- that house safe, comfortable, durable 40 to 60 miles an hour and the speed be salted with fire, and that the fire what he wanted from the state getting necessary vouchers, within the time
depart- prescribed
tee on library of the House. This bill, and permanent. He owes it to his limit has been fixed at 25 miles an will never
by law, to the said admin-- !
ment, seems to have been forgotten.
quench.
which was introduced in the House by
istratrix.
"Success
(From
lo.uuijr aim io ins neignDors ana to hour. A recent city ordinance placed
"Let. me ask you, which is reasonMagazine.")
BROWXIE B. RAYNOLDS,
Congressman Goulden, and in the Sen-jth- e
in general to make that limit on the auto drivers within able, to believe a man who doubts
ate by Senator Depew, provides for mat community
Administratrix.
nouse attractive in appearance, the city limits, but according to Mr. what he
A BED OF BAYONETS.
says or to believe a God who
the erection of a national memorial sanitary in
and to eliminate Heyn, automobiles race through Old knows what He asserts. Is it reasondrainage
A certain devotee in India shows
to the Indian, to be erected in Xew the risk of fire as much as
possible. Albuquerque every night at a danger- able to believe a man who has never his .religious zeal
York harbor, on a site selected by the There are
by lying on a row
ous
to
and
several accidents
speed
many points like this to be
secretary of war and the secretary of considered when one builds and there pedestrians have narrowly been avoid- studied what he denies or to believe ot seven bayonets. As long as he
the God of truth, the fountain of all keeps rigid he is not hurt, but when
the navy, without cost to the
are city ordinances that make it im- ed.
who declares with all pos- he happens to move one of his legs
ATTORNEYS AT LAW.
knowledge
"A deputy sheriff has been detailed
perative that some of these points be
sible emphasis that heaven and earth the point of a bayonet immediately
"It is a great satisfaction to me to considered, but how often we see a to watch for auto drivers who disobey
.shall
CATRON & CATRON
but that His word pierces his skin. As the man was
know, that for the purpose of gather- house ten or fifteen feet nearer the the order from this office not to ex- shall pass away,
trafned
to
never
and Counsellors-at-LaAttorneys
feat
from
perform tljis
pass away."
ing the true story of the Indians and sidewalk than all the other houses in ceed the 25 mile an hour speed limit
childhood no doubt his skin is someOffice:
Catron Block
Father
concluded
Vogt
of becoming familiar with them, Mr. that block; how often we see an ex- in Old Town," said Mr. Heyn. "I can
by urging what thicker than
that of an ordinary Santa Fe,
New Mexico
Dodman Wanamaker of Philadelphia, tremely plain house alongside of one safely promise any one who is arrested frequent meditation on the existence man.
Strand.
April
of
a
future
and
eternal punishment
sent the expedition into the west, and that shows the artistic taste of its on such a charge, the pleasure of
CHARLES F. EASLEY
that through his efforts the memory owner, and, in this large city of ours, spending a night in the jail at Old for grievous sin and pointed out the
(Late
Surveyor General)
of
lending an ear to
of the North American Indian is to be how terribly often we see a block of Town for we have instructed the dep great danger
Attorney-at-Lathose
who
would
deceive
themselves
houses built up close, almost touching uties to lock up anyone who breaks
perpetuated.
Land and Mining business a specand otners in questioning its exist"It Is a patriotic idea to allow the each other, and all of frame construc- the speed limit regardless of who the ence.
HOW THEY STAND.
ialty.
children of the country an opportunity tion. Just think what it would mean offender may be. Several auto driv
Santa Fe,
New Mexic
Father Vogt will preach tonight or.
to contribute a penny to this for one of those houses to catch fire ers are in the habit of visiting Old "The
National League.
of
God."
Mercy
memorial. Laudable as was the idea in this block where a little fire on a Town at night and driving their cars
RENEHAN & DAVIES
Won. Lost P. C.
of Mr. Wanamaker, in his enthusiasm, windy day might easily mean the de- out of all reason to public safety. The
4
1
.S00 A. B. Renehan
Philadelphia
E. P. Daviea
IMPROVEMENTS
RATHER
to donate the entire amount himself, struction of a large section of our city. residents of Old Town have registered
3
1
.750
Pi'tsburg
Attorneys-at-LaTHAN BIG DIVIDENDS.
This is the one point that is mostly a strong protest with this office and
I think it is but right that the peo4
2
Chicago
Practice in the Supreme and Dis.667
we
have
we
them
would
Xew York
promised
3
in
to
2
fulfill the other
.600
ple of the country should be allowed forgotten
Courts. Mining and Land Law a
trying
trict
Directors
of Santa Fe System Adopt Boston
to do their share. This statue will obligations of the house builder, and stop the practice. This is final notice
2
3
.400 specialty.
Office in Catron Block.
Correct
Milof
Policy
Spending
Cincinnati
2
3
show the welcome that was extended yet by giving this point careful consid- to that effect."
.400
Santa
Fe
New Mexico
lions for Betterment.
;
Brooklyn
.200
i
by the Indians of America to those eration how easily and how surely it
REASON DEMANDS BELIEF
1
St. Louis
4
.200
who came from Europe to build their will help to obtain all other results
G. W. PRICHARD
Chicago, April 22. The directors
IN EXISTENCE OF A HELL.
homes and create the republic which
Attorney and Consellor-at-Laof the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe
American League.
we all enjoy."
By building of brick you reduce the
Practice in all the District Courts
bud-Re- t
Won. Lost P. C. and
fire risk to a minimum; you make your Says Father Vogt in Sermon Last railroad, have approved the 1910
gives special attention to case
calling for an expenditure of Cleveland
4
2
Night Quotes Words of Savior
.667 before the Territorial
house a permanent structure;
you
thirty-on- e
Supreme Court
s
million
dollars
improve-mentBoston
for
HOW OTHERS
4
as
Also
Proof.
2
.667 Office:
give your family a home that is easLaughlin Blk Santa Fe, N. M.
new equippment, according Detroit
and
3
2
.600
HAVE BUILT ily kept warm in winter and is delightXew York
2
2
That reason demands the belief in to an announcement.
.500
fully cool in summer; you have a
HOLT & SUTHERLAND
Of this sum twelve million will go St. Louis
2
a
2
state
of
.500
there
eternal
if
punishment
home
will
be
for
that
there
chil
Attorneys-at-Layour
Unusual is many respects is the
to
3
the
4
of
be.
a
is
.429
expenses
defray
Washington
work
place for the reward of the just..
children
.children's
and
dren,
your
Practice
in the District Courts aa
Mr.
new
of
home
magnificent
country
2
3
.400
and that all the arguments advanced tween Chicago and Kansas City and Philadelphia
well as before the Supreme Court of
and Mrs. James I. Dissette on North their children; your taste for the beau by infidels
new
the
5
in
Chicago
Texas.
lines
.167
l
amount to a sup
the territory.
This tiful may be gratified to any extent in position thatsimply
Arlington avenue, Irvington.
WHERE THEY PLAY TODAY.
About four million will be spent
hell does not exist, were
the
of
.
selection
of
brick
Las Cruces.
New MeTirn
any surface, declarations
beautiful home was completed late in
National
double
125
miles of the
League.
of the Rev. Father Vogt
tracking
the fall and the family opened it for color or design; your purse can be in a forceful sermon
Cincinnati
at
west
of
Chicago.
X.
M.
Two
Albuquerque,
last
jllne
preached
E. C. ABBOTT
Boston at Philadelphia.
the Thanksgiving season, returning to suited, for the most elaborate designs night before a
large congregation at,millions are to be used for grade e
Attorney-at-Latown for the winter. As soon as the and colors schemes can be built from
St.
Louis
at Pittsburg.
Cathedral where the mission for!vislon wrk on the Culf, Colorado &
the product of the common brick-makePractice in the District and Su
Brooklyn at New York.
Santa Fe road between Galveston and
place can be put into shape the famEnglish-speakin- g
Catholics
is
being
When
have
finished
Courts.
this
preme
American
Prompt and careful
ily will take up permanent residence
League.
Coleman, Texas. Two million more
held this week. attention
to
all business.
given
at
St.
Louis.
there. While, the house itself is ready house of brick your neighbors will be
Chicago
will
be used over the Missouri river at
Father Vogt said in part: "BrethSanta Fe,
New Mexico
Detroit at Cleveland.
for occupancy the owners have planned proud to have you alongside of them ren, you all believe , in heaven. It Kansas City to take the- place of the
an extensive plantation and work on and the community in general will be seems natural for men to believe in structure at Sibley.
Philadelphia at Boston.
C. W. G. WARD
Xew York at Washington.
glad to shake your hand because you
the grounds is now in progress.
The telephone train dispatching
Xow if there is no
happiness.
Territorial
District Attorney
There is no more splendid country have shown your confidence in the city then heaven is impossible. Let us hell,
con- systeir is to be extended to the Pacific
For San Miguel and Mora Counties
NOTICE.
home near the city than this place. by the construction of a permanent sider for a moment what
coast
and
the
gulf.
heaven really
New Mexico
Deprament of Territorial Engineer. Las Vegas,
Architecturally the home is a delight. brick house.
is. Well, it is a place from which
Number
409.
of
Application
TEXAS
Spacious, well planned as to interior
HAS
LARGE
SUM
all
sin, all pain, and sorrow are forA STATUE'S DIVING FEAT.
EDWARD C. WADE
Santa Fe, N. M., April 12, 1910.
FOR EDUCATIONAL PURPOSES.
arrangements, with the' low, sloping
On the other hand, if
Fran- ever excluded.
the
San
destructive
Attorney-at-LaDuring
is hereby given that on the
Xotice
roof which is so necessary to the cosy cisco
Of
22.
Antonio,
Texas,
April
Practices
in the Supreme and Disearthquake says a writer in the there is no hell, all the drunkards, anSa
9th
of
in
1910,
accordance
March,
effect that every builder hopes to
day
appropriation of $32,000 made by
April Wide World
trict Courts of the Territory, in the
Magazine, the perjurers, the impure, the murderers, the thirty-firs- t
with
Section
Law
of
26,
Irrigation
achieve, it is in all respects the ideal
for
the
purlegislature
magnificent buildings of the Leland the adulterers will certainly go to
Probate Court and before the U. S.
country home. The architect has kept Stanford University suffered severely, heaven. Do you call that perfect hap- pose; of encouraging the high schools 1907, H. C. Kinsell and J. M. Reeves
General and U. S. Land
well in mind that the requirements of and one of many statues was hurled piness to be competed to live forever In the state to establish departments of Stanley, County of Santa Fe, Terri Surveyor
Offices.
New
of
of
an
manual
made
tory
Mexico,
a country home are different to con- bodily from its base,
applica
training, domestic science
diving head first with such people? Even on earth you and
New Mexico
ditions that prevail in the city home. through the solid stone
agriculture, $22,000 is still going tion to the Territorial Engineer of Las Cruces
lock them in jail and hang them. The
pavement,
Xew
on
Mexico
a
and
for
begging
September another
The country home must be, so as to where it remained imbedded.
permit to approThe jail and the gallows themselves speak
WILLIAM McKEAN
speak, adapted to the landscape. It statue represented Agassiz, the emi of the existence of a hell and its neces- $32,000 will be added to it without priate from the public waters of the
Attorney-at-Lamuch
of
its
hope
taken
New
of
Mexico.
being
must be a part of it, in fact, and must nent Swiss naturalist, and a Univer sity.
'up. Territory
Each high school in the state is en,
Mining and Land Law.
Such appropriation is to be made
look as if it "belongs." In the coun- sity wag was heard to declare that
"To those who say there is no hell,
. New Mexico
Taos
try house one of the first architect- the scientist was "excellent in the ab- let me ask them if they are sure of titled to $2,000 per year of the appro- from Armijo arroyo, at points Res. No.
1
under
the condition that the
NE. Cor. Sec. 27 T. 11 N. R. 10 E.
priation
ural requirements is that it be low stract, but very bad In the concrete." it? Can they prove its
W. A. FLEMING JONES
departments named are installed.
brs. N. 10 degrees 55 minutes
2960
and "squatty." This is achieved by
Bonds and Investments
ft., dist. Res. No. 2 4 Cor. on S. of I
means of the low, sloping roof, after
TJ. S. Commissioner
Sec. 29 T. 11 N. R. 10 E. brs. S. 69 de
for the Third
the fashion so well understood and
grees 46 minutes W. by means of di Judicial District of New Mexico.
generally employed in English country
'
version and storage, 1584 ft. dist. and Eastern and local bank references.
places.
I.
42.92 cu. ft. per sec. and or 10,196.9 Las Cruces
New Mexico
Adolph Scherrer, Jr., who is responac. ft. Is to be conveyed to Sees, 22,
sible for the design of the house, has
23, 24. 27, 33, 25, 26 ,34, 35, 36 all in
R. W. WITTMAN
incorporated ideas practical in the
for
T. 11 N. R. 9 E. Sees. 28. 29, 30.
or
bladder
backache,
rheumatism,
and
kidney
of
trouble,
the
country
great
Draftsman
east, oh
places
urinary irregularities.
33, 31, 32 al In T. 11 N. R. 10 E., Sees.
many of which he worked while conFoley's Kidney Pills purify the blood, restore lost vitality and vigor. Refuse substitutes.
Copies furnished of records on file
' 4, 7, 5. 6, T. 10 N. R. 10
E. Sees. 4, 9, In the U. S. Surveyor General's Office.
nected with the architectural firm ot
STRIPLING-BURROW& CO.
,
11, 12, 1, 2, 3,10, T. 10 N. R. 9 E. by Santa
- . New Mexico
Fe,
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the speakers were accorded the usual AMERICA'S GREAT
and to pay them off, and undertook
amount of applause.
JESTER IS DEAD. in 1895-- a lecture trip around the
world.
Thinks New Mexico is a State
(Continued From Page. fwo.)
(Continued From Page One.?
There lias been so much agitation
Mark Twain was an inveterate
over statehood for Xew Mexico tihat
smoker
and one of
most leisure
The office of A. J. Casner, D. D. S. it appears that some easterners realThe county chronicles have it that ly men in the world.the An
old presswill be open on and after Monday
ly think the old territory has been ad- the elder Clements failed in business man who was "printer's devil" in an
next, the 25th, for appointments.
and
,son
his
the
died,
Parto
union.
leaving
the
mitted
ample office where Mark. Twain was an ediSecretary
Old California Tonight
Those who sons of the civil service commission world to make his fortune in.
torial writer, tells this anecdote of
wish to see Old California may do so here has
acMark Twain's
Accordingly,
his habits of work:
just received the following
by going to the Elks' theatre tonight, letter from a bright man in New York quaintance with literature began in
"One of my. duties was to sweep
Biograph films have been procured
City: "Kindly forward to me at your putting words into type, not ideas into the room where editors
.worked.
Stanton and they are said to convenience lull information in re words.
Educated only in public
be of surpassing interest. There is gard t0 the qualifications required to schools he was apprenticed to a prin- Every day Mark would give me a
He
also a comic nun un, so bicK ana obtain a certified public accountant ter at thirteen, and worked at his nickel to get away from him.
would rather die in the dust than una tragic one entitled "The Feud."
j degree in the state of New
Mexico. trade in St. Louis, Cincinnati, Phila- cross his
One day he gave me
Interested in Pianos
Are You
until at eigh- a nickel tolegs. an
jAlso what you think of the possibili-The- delphia and
dot
"I" in his copy for
in
A
advertisement
the
read
vnnnefnr
apm.intnnt in teen he could gratify a boyhood am him. He
day's paper of the Eyles Music Com- your state." Mr. Parsons is desirous bition to become a cub to a Mississip- man did." certainly did enjoy life, that
pany. There is something of interest of knowing if any Santa Fean can sug- pi
Yet this
to the lover of music.
vscribbler
Both of these happenings reacted
gest a place for this young man who
himself of a prodigious deal of
Records
An
Mn
his later life. His
Photographing County
may know more about figures than profoundly
en- geography.
Albuquerque abstract company,
knowledge of iriver life acquired when work in his life, and bound himself
he was a pilot, took form in "Tom voluntarily to pay off his debts that
Bernalillo
gaged in photographing the
Rehearsing for Musicale The Girls'
county records that refer to real es- Glee Club of the high school is re- Sawyer", "Huckleberry Finn," and he could have discharged without
tate transfers in any manner, and it hearsing for a concert to be given next "Life on . the Mississippi," regarded hurt to his good name by passing
has been making copies of the books Friday night in the auditorium of the abroad as; his first title to fame. Tt through bankruptcy. He did not pracat the rate of from six to eight hun- high school. Miss Alonzo of Seville, even suggested his pseudonym, for tice as he preached.
"It don't make no difference," he
dred pages a day, although when the Spain, is the musician in charge of "Mark Twain",; is a leadsman's cry to
had Huck Finn say, "whether you do
pilot in shallow stages.
more modern, records are reached it the affair and she has made arrange- Jthe
'
And his familiarity with printing right or wrong, a person's conscience
will photograph at least twelve hun- ment with a number of musicians of
turned
him naturally first into news- - ain't got no sense and just does for
dred pages every day until the work the city to assist in making a brilliant
then Into creative writ- him, anyway. If I had a yaller dog
work,
paper
is complete.
will
a
There
be
small
program.
charge
Into the publishing that didn't know no more than a perand
ing,
finally
If the man who poisoned
my .big tor admission and the funds raised by business, wherein, like Sir Walter son's conscience
did, I'd pizen him. It
concert
to
the
will
the
go
glee
givers
Mastiff, Buster, is any better than the
Scott, he suffered a bankruptcy dis- - takes up more (room than the rest of
Alonzo
club.
Miss
that
stated
to
meet
will
today
be
he
poisoned,
dog
glad
astrous to everything but. his honor a person's insides, and yet ain't no
him at the market at any time. Office the girls lhave worked hard to get up and like' Sir Walter
again, paid off good, nohow,".
hours 6 until 6, or can make an ap- this concert and that she hopes the with his pen debts not of his own
With Mark Twain's lecture trip
music
will
of
Santa
Fe
loving
people
.p'pointment at any time..
around the world begins his internamaking.
out
efforts
their
encourage
by
turning
GEO. H. HAYWARD.
In due time Mark Twain became a tional celibraey and his. gradual rise
Santa Fe Contractor Will Build Friday night.
pilot He tells the rest into a figure taken in some sense to
For That Hungry Feeling A deliChaves County Court House The
of it himself in a chapter of life ..on typify the American. From humorist
chicken
Chaves county commissioners award- cious
supper at the M. E. the
Mississippi, "by arid by the war he became the kindly, but mockine.
ed the contract of building the new church for only 50c, this evening, 5
came, commerce was suspended, my moralist and philosopher of "Pudd'n
7.
to
Chaves county court house and jail
Head Wilson.'His literature output
occupation was gone.
to Lyon and Axtell of Santa Fe, at
"I had to seek other employment, became more occasional.: and althoueh
$113,505, and allow one year from the LIVERPOOL COTTON
so I became a silver miner in Nevada, written with more fitness, it was more
MARKET HAS SHOCK. a gold miner in California, next a re critical and less creative. His
completion of the foundation to finish
public
the structure. There were but two
porter m San Francisco; next a spe- appearance "pew more frequent, his
other bidders. This does not include Forged Bills of Lading for Twenty cial correspondent
in the Sandwich whimsical utterances sained greater
Thousand Bales of Cotton
plumbing, heating and lighting, which
next a roving correspondent in currency and. a whole literature of
island;
will run up th.e cost to $130,000. Work
Discovered.
Europe and the east; next an instruc- anecdotes grew up about him.
will be commenced within thirty days.
tional torch bearer on the platform,
Yale gave him theVdegree of M. A.
Fire at Carrizozo Fire of unknown
London, April 22. A severe shock and. finallv T hpJimp n s:rrihiloi rf and later of LL.D, in
1901; the Uniorigin broke out Wednesday noon in a has been experienced in the Liverpool booksNjgijjnmovable fixture' versity of Misouri, his native
state,
barn belonging to Leo Oswald at Car-- cotton market according to today's among the other rocks of New Eng- followed with LL.D in 1902,
and
in
rizozo, Lincoln county. It was soon a Shipping Gazette, in the discovery of land."
1907 the University of Oxford, with
mass of flames but the fire depart-- j forged bills of lading for cotton
This was in 1872, two years after great ceremony, made him Litt. D.
kept the fire from spreading, 'porting to have been shipped from the he had married Olivia L. Langdon, of
The loss to the property is fully cov-- j United States. The quantity involved Elmira, N. Y., who
brought him an inered by insurance.
is said to be between 15,000 and 20,- - dependent fortune. At that time his
Do not forget that you can get a 000 bales.
writings were in great demand, he WOODY'S HACK LIKE
had an assured income, his own home
good chicken supper this evening at
the M. E. church for 50 cents. From OIL STRIKE
and income and seemed independent.
From
5 to 7 p. m.
NEAR ALAMOGORDO. But in 1876 his popularity as an authBARRANCA
TO TAOS
or, and his acquaintance with the meFelix Martinez Training for Senator-shiA meeting of Democrats
was Big Rush to the New Field is On and chanics' of the publishing trade be- Meets Both North
South
Over Five Thousand Acres
sides being a practical printer, he had
held last evening in the Korber buildBounds Trains.
been part of the Buffalo Press before
Staked.
ing at Albuquerque and the affair took
Leaves
his
Barranca on the arrival ot
drew
him
into
firm
the
marriage
the shape of a jollification session over
of G. L. Webster & Co, publishers. the north bound train and arrives at
the recent city election. Speeches Special to the New Mexican.
The firm brought out the memoirs of Taos at 7 p. m.
Alamogordo, N. M., April 22.
jwere made by Felix Martinez of El While drilling a test artesian
Ten miles shorter than any other
well at General Grant and paid his widow
Paso and a number of local orators,
ten
miles south of Alamo- - $350,000, but its prosneritv was short way. Good covered hack and good
Camp
City,
jthe key note being "get together and ClOrdo. ail Was Strnrlr .anH a eamnjA lived, and it failed with liabilities of teams.
I
has ensued.
have been up all $,000. The failure had
dtcaie to MaJce
taken
,antt territory. There was a fairly niaht and in People
the first mcU fius Piam $65,000 of Mark Twain'salready
CoxsafbrtSLfclai.
cash, but he
good attendance of the faithful and .sand acres of oil land wr
taw. determined also to shoulder the debts
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GROCERY AND BAKERY
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Red, White and Yellow
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full assortment of Garden
and Flower Seeds.
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EUGENIO ROMERO

LUMBER & COAL YARD
Lumber and all kinds

'

Lump, nut and
mine run coal

of building material.

pur-me-

YVRDON HICKOX STREET, NEAR
MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.
Red Phone 100
Phone Red 100
NEW

TOMAS P. DELGAD0 Mgr.

SATISFACTION assured
ni
EODORE
Hliul bLflSb CORRICK'S HACK LINE RRIOK.

HACK SERVICE
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1
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Prop

Baggies and Saddle Horses

Xa.s-Beng--

a5r$5.00
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FOR YOI TP uci i .nocccrn a d
PEARANCE IN ANY COMPANY YOU'RE SEEN IN, IF WE PUT
Ji the
clothes on you. We have the styles here that
you want; they're
such clothes as you don'tfind any whereelse in this town. They're
made exclu
T.L BE DISTINGIJLSHFD

HART SCHAFFNER & MARX

sivelyforusby

and that's all the argument you ought to need. These
are about the only clothes now that you can depend
on to be strictly
and that's important to
you to know if you consider it important to get value
for your money.
We advise you to be sure of
in your
clothes; we're pretty certain if you once determine
that you must have that quality, you'll come to us
for your clothes.
all-woo-

l;

all-wo-

ol

New Fabrics, Models,

Patterns in Spring Overcoats

&

Suits

!
aa l.rl..
nvciy uuc nt me variety orf
weaves and patterns we can offer you. Grays
seem
to leadjplain grays, checks, stripes; plaids, all sorts of
mixtures; also many new browns and tans, and a big
range of good blues in all patterns. You'll find something good to fit your taste and jour ideas of style.
The Spring overcoats are also exceptionally inte-- ,
resting. We have many new models to choose from;
some very smart new fabrics that will please you.
SUITS, $20 to $50 OVERCOATS $16.50 to $40.

Thl new

l9inn

1.1

.

We ought to tell you something more about our new hats for Spring;
some new blocks that make taste-an- d
g
easier than ever.
In fine neckwear also the variety is almost bewildering; the
only man
who can t find neckwear to suit him in our stock is the man who doesn't
wear a necktie at all.
head-fittin-

Fine shirts, fine hosiery, gloves
S pricg and Summer underwear;
we cm supply any man with the
things he wears, as tine as you
want.

This store is the home of Hart

Schaflxer

&

Marx clothes.
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Copyright 1909 by Hirt Schiffner & Mirx
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